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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report reflects the analysis Ariel Strategic Communications was commissioned to conduct 


on the Organizational Group Surveys that Southwest Power Pool (SPP) fielded of its committees 


and working groups. 


Analysis of the data was performed to highlight how the groups assessed themselves rather 


than how all respondents rated each attribute of their committee/working group experience. 


This reflects the information shared with Ariel Strategic by SPP regarding its purpose for the 


study. The objective is to give each organizational group direction for improvement, so the 


entire SPP organizational group structure can operate more efficiently and effectively.


Most attribute categories tested well, with all of the four main categories, Meeting Preparation, 


Membership, Meeting Conduct and Chair, averaging ratings over 4 (agreement with positive 


statements); however, the overall item “effectiveness” averaged a rating of 3.45, which is a 


“neutral” rating, and, compared to the other items, seems to be an area of concern. While 


participants see the committees doing well overall, they don’t feel they are as effective as they 


need to be. 


The open-ended question responses should be closely examined by each organizational group 


for specific action items; however, a theme emerges quickly among these comments, and that 


is that organizational group members are dissatisfied with the length of time it takes to get 


meeting materials from Southwest Power Pool, and they feel they do not have enough time 


with the materials before the meetings. Communication with SPP also seems to be a concern 


for some participants of the study.


There is a fair degree of correlation this year between the following attributes and the overall 


effectiveness attribute (which means this is a relation, but not that there is causation): Meeting 


preparation’s “accurate agenda” attribute and “accurate minutes” as well as the overall 


Meeting Preparation score, Membership’s: “members prepared,” “members committed” and 


“members supportive” attributes as well as the overall Membership score, Meeting Conduct’s 


“members focused,” “action recommended,” “dissent heard” and “feeling of accomplishment” 
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attributes, as well as the overall score for Meeting Conduct. The Chair attributes with a fair 


degree of correlation to the working group or committee’s overall effectiveness rating are 


“seeks input” and “supportive and respectful.”


Year-over-year results for comparison with overall 2008 results are presented in commentary 


after each group’s ratings chart, where overall scores are also listed. For 2009, the group with 


the lowest self-rating is the Generation Working Group (3.81) and the group with the highest 


score is the Operations Training Working Group (4.67).
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INTRODUCTION


Ariel Strategic Commissioned was commissioned by Southwest Power Pool (SPP) to analyze the 


results of its Organizational Group Survey, which was designed and fielded by SPP itself. A


report to the company’s Strategic Planning Committee states, “The Organizational Effectiveness 


Task Force was established to develop a process for an annual assessment of SPP’s 


organizational groups.” The report continues:


“The survey component of the process will be directed to all members of the specific 


organizational group. This will allow us to review feedback on each working group/committee, 


but still provide an overall assessment for the organization.”


Because the focus of the survey seems to be the group members’ assessment of their own 


groups, this analysis focuses primarily on group assessments by group rather than aggregating 


all responses by attribute or item. Also, because the number of respondents to each survey was 


small, analyzing the results by percentages or proportions of those who rated each item at a 


certain level (one through five) would have been misleading. The small sample sizes for each 


survey indicate that a “directional” focus for the analysis is appropriate, which means that the 


focus is on real numbers, and, for our purposes, an average of the ratings each sample provided 


on their group experience. As part of an overall analysis, averages of the group assessments are 


presented with discussion in the Detailed Findings section of this report.


Methodology


Southwest Power Pool sent an invitation to take the Zoomerang survey to each person listed as 


a member, chairman, vice chairman or staff secretary of each committee or working group. 


There are six committees and 12 working groups. Following is a list of the committees/working 


groups with whose members the survey was fielded, the number of members each 


committee/working group has listed on Southwest Power Pool’s Web site and the number of 


people who responded to the survey:


• Business Practices Working Group: 11 members, 5 respondents
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• Change Working Group: 18 members, 11 respondents


• Corporate Governance Committee: 8 members, 6 respondents


• Cost Allocation Working Group: 8 members, 3 respondents


• Critical Infrastructure Protection Working Group: 16 members, 6 respondents


• Economic Studies Working Group: 16 members, 10 respondents


• Finance Committee: 7 members, 3 respondents


• Generation Working Group: 10 members, 6 respondents


• Human Resources Committee: 6 members, 4 respondents


• Markets and Operations Policy Committee: 51 members, 25 respondents


• Market Working Group: 16 members, 10 respondents


• Model Development Working Group: 12 members, 11 respondents


• Operating Reliability Working Group: 13 members, 8 respondents


• Operations Training Working Group: 11 members, 9 respondents


• Oversight Committee (Formerly Compliance Committee): 4 members, 4 respondents


• Regional Tariff Working Group: 23 members, 17 respondents 


• Strategic Planning Committee: 12 members, 9 respondents


• System Protection and Control Working Group: 13 members, 8 respondents


• Transmission Working Group: 23 members, 16 respondents
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Members took the online survey and Zoomerang compiled spreadsheets of the answers, which 


were sent to Ariel Strategic for analysis. Each survey included four areas of attributes for 


respondents to rate on a scale of 1 to 5. Each area allowed for comments. 


An open-ended question was included in which respondents were asked to list three or more 


suggestions for their group. These comments are included for SPP to consider along with the 


detailed numerical findings.


The final item, “effectiveness,” was not a category, but an overall assessment of how well the 


committee or working group is doing with its charged work. This item was rated meaningfully 


lower than the other attributes tested, indicating that while participants may feel the other 


items are satisfactory or above, they still have some concerns about how the group is doing its 


work.


For each group’s results, averages of the scores were calculated to indicate how each item was 


rated by the group, collectively. Then, the standard deviation was calculated from the average. 


(Standard deviation is the square root of the variance of data points in a set.) Any item rated 


more than one standard deviation from the average by the group members was considered 


“meaningful” for that group. 


For relationship analysis, correlations were run between the effectiveness ratings (averages) 


and the averages for each item tested. 


On the question about other committees or working groups whose meetings respondents 


attend regularly, many respondents apparently didn’t understand that this question was asking 


about committees and working groups other than the one they were responding as a member 


of. As a result, quite a few identified their own group as an “other” group. Due to this 


inconsistency, Ariel Strategic did not analyze these results.
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS


In the “Detailed Findings” section of this report, a chart representing the averages for each 


group’s responses is presented along with as a brief discussion of meaningful findings and 


representative qualitative responses to the open-ended questions asked in the survey 


instrument. In this section, significant findings of the overall report will be highlighted and 


evaluated.


First, it is useful to discuss the correlations that exist between data sets (these indicate that a 


relationship may exist between attributes tested). It is important to remember that correlation 


is not causation. The survey results merely tell us that variables seem related, not that one 


causes the other. More study would be necessary to understand how and why they are related.


Correlations with effectiveness are examined because that overall measurement was lower 


than other attribute categories tested. A conservative rubric for assessing relationship is used in 


this study and it is as follows:


0.0 to .25 (or -.25) Little to no relationship


.26 to .50 (or -.26 to .50) Fair degree of relationship


.51 to .75 (or -.51 to -.75) Moderate to good relationship


>.75 (or -.75) Very good to excellent relationship


• Effectiveness: Of particular interest is the correlation that exists between average group 


scores on some attributes and the overall effectiveness rating by those same group 


members of the committee in general. Please note:


o A correlation exists indicating a fair degree of relationship between the working 


group/committee effectiveness rating and the following attributes:


♣ Meeting Preparation overall as well as the following attributes:
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• Accurate agenda
• Accurate minutes


♣ Membership overall as well as the following attributes: 
• Members prepared
• Members committed
• Members supportive


♣ Meeting conduct overall as well as the following attributes: 
• Members focused
• Action recommended
• Dissent heard
• Feeling of accomplishment


♣ Attributes of Chair that correlate include:
• Seeks input
• Supportive and respectful


A correlation indicates that as the effectiveness rating increases, for example, the attribute 


rating also increases (and vice versa). This seems to indicate that the respondents relate the 


group or committee’s effectiveness to these specific attributes.  So while respondents may 


increase their score of their feeling of accomplishment, they would simultaneously increase 


their assessment of the group’s effectiveness overall, which makes sense


The strongest correlation (.47) exists between the Members Committed attribute and the 


overall effectiveness attribute. In terms of categories, the Membership category has the 


strongest correlation (.41) to effectiveness.
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DETAILED FINDINGS


The following discussion provides the basis for this report’s major findings and executive 


summary. An explanation of terms is warranted:


• Correlation: The correlation is the relationship between two sets of variables. In this 


analysis, correlation is used to establish a link between sets of ratings by the group 


members. A negative correlation means that there is an inverse relationship between 


variables.


For example, a fair to good correlation means that there is .26 to .50 result of a 


correlation formula; it also means that it is more likely that as one set of variables 


increases, so does the second set of variables. An inverse correlation means that as one 


set of variables increases, the other decreases.


• Directional Findings: This refers to numbers that are “real” rather than “proportional.” 


As this survey asks small groups to rate various attributes of their experience, it is wise 


to use those real numbers rather than percentages to indicate results. In the group 


findings, results are averaged and respondents totaled in each chart. 


• Standard Deviation: Standard deviation is the square root of the variance. In this 


analysis, standard deviation is calculated so that average ratings that lie outside of one 


standard deviation from the average can be pointed out and examined. Statistically, 75 


percent of all values in a “population,” or set of data points, lie within two standard 


deviations of the average. For this report, the group findings are analyzed for data 


points outside of one standard deviation from the average. 


• Meaningful ratings: In the group findings, “meaningful” ratings indicate that rating 


averages for that item for the group were equal to or greater than one standard 


deviation from the group’s average. This terminology is used so that attention can be 


drawn to specific attributes significantly beyond the average; however, this should not 


be confused with “statistically significant” figures. (Given the small data sets of 
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respondents, such terminology would imply greater numbers and a higher confidence 


rating than is warranted in a “directional” survey.) 


• Least Satisfied: The Generation Working Group was the least satisfied overall, with the 


lowest average for all attributes tested; however, Economic Studies, Markets and 


Operations Policy, Market Working, Model Development and System Protection all had 


averages for all attributes below 4.0.


• Effectiveness: The Generation Working Group and the Model Development Working 


Group gave the lowest rating for group effectiveness of all the committees/working 


groups assessed, both with 2.8 ratings out of 5.0. Critical Infrastructure and Economic 


Studies had the highest overall effectiveness scores with 4.30 out of 5.0. No other 


groups rated 4.0 or higher than these two.
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Detailed Findings by Committee/Working Group


Chart 1: Business Practices Working Group
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Within the Business Practices Working Group, the mean score for the group’s aggregate ratings  


is 4.33 on the scale of 1 to 5. This translates as an overall rating of agree to strongly agree with 


the favorable assessments offered for respondents’ consideration. Scores that are more than 


one standard deviation above or below that mean are considered meaningful for our purposes. 


This draws our attention to the 3.8 average rating for “Effectiveness,” for which the group gave 


a collective rating of neutral. Also rated meaningfully low by this group were Meeting 


Preparation’s “timely material” and Membership’s “members prepared.” Rated meaningfully 


high were Meeting Preparation’s “useful information,” Membership’s “members committed,” 


“members supportive” and Chair’s “seeks input.”


The Business Practices Working Group, overall, was most satisfied with Chair attributes (4.5 for 


the group), and least with Meeting Preparation and Meeting Conduct attributes, though at 4.3 


for each group, this is not concerning.


The mean score for the group’s aggregate rating went up over last year (to 4.33 from 4.18).The 


effectiveness rating went from 3.50, however, to 3.80, which also indicates some improvement. 


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o This is not due to SPP staff but individual members that do not get materials to 


the other members in a timely manner.
o Would you expect me to say anything less!


• Membership
o Great group


• General
o Please provide three or more recommendations for improvement of this 


particular group and/or SPP's overall organizational group structure.
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Chart 2: Change Working Group
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This group had no meaningfully high or low ratings, except the meaningfully low score 


members gave the overall “effectiveness” rating (3.3).


The Change Working Group is most satisfied with Chair attributes (4.45) and least satisfied with 


Meeting Preparation attributes (4.25).


The group’s mean score for all attributes is 4.25, which is up over 2008’s rating of 3.99. Its 


current “effectiveness” score of 3.30 is down from 2008’s “effectiveness rating of 3.63.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o The timely question is too subjective, what I believe is timely others may think is 


not timely.
o Always prefer to have WebEx available.  Much easier to follow along.
o If action needs to be taken on agenda items I would like to see materials 


provided as early as possible for review.  Many times there is not anything 
available or it is provided the day before or day of the meeting.  


• Membership
o I believe the CWG could benefit from more representation from SPP's members.  


As a full representation group, we should determine if we can seek 
representatives from the respective MOPC representatives.


o Not all CWG members actively engage in the meeting conversations although 
this aspect of membership has improved over the last year. 


• Meeting Conduct
o We've just recently added WebEx for all meetings; this has been very effective at 


sharing visual information with the group.
• Chair


o Jessica is a "strong" chair and effectively leads the meetings.  Some other 
working groups that I have participated in the secretary basically leads the 
meeting.  This means they cannot effectively perform their secretary duties.


o Jessica Collins (XCEL) is a very effective and efficient chair.  I believe her most 
valuable asset is her work across other working groups - MWG, BPWG that she 
incorporates into the CWG.


• General
o This comment relates to ALL the groups that I have participated in.  It seems that 


lately we have had a need for a LOT more ad hoc meetings (mostly 
teleconferences) than we have had in the past.  This frequently causes conflicts 
with other Working Group meetings. I have begun checking the SPP calendar 
each Friday to make sure I have all the meetings on my calendar for the 
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upcoming week. My only recommendation would be that we (all WGs) work to 
do a better job of scheduling to reduce the ad hoc meetings.


o I think a bit of an educational process needs to take place between CWG and 
other groups.  I feel that it is not entirely clear to others the purpose of the 
group.  This was evident to me most recently during discussions about the New 
Ops Center and the High Availability proposals.  Neither of these projects would 
fall under CWG but some of our other company representatives on other groups 
believe that CWG is involved in all SPP IT efforts.
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Chart 3: Corporate Governance Committee
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Those rating the Corporate Governance Committee only rated one item below the standard 


deviation from the mean for all attributes tested: “effectiveness” (3.2). Overall, this group’s 


ratings were high, so there were no meaningfully high ratings for single attributes.


The committee was most satisfied with Membership attributes (4.70) and least satisfied with 


Chair attributes (4.58), which is still a very high rating. 


The Corporate Governance Committee’s average rating for all attributes in 2009 is 4.57, which 


is up from 4.48 in 2008. Its “effectiveness” rating, 3.2, is down slightly from 3.50 in 2008.


Following is the response to the prompt for suggestions for general improvement (no 


comments were provided for the group attributes):


• No changes needed for CGC.
• Believe that CGC accomplishes its work in an efficient and effective manner.
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Chart 4: Cost Allocation Working Group
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The Cost Allocation Working Group rated one item more than one standard deviation below the 


group’s mean item rating score, which was “effectiveness” (3.3). Two items were rated 


meaningfully high, both under the Chair attributes, “seeks input” (5.0) and “supportive and 


respectful (5.0).


This working group was most satisfied with Chair attributes (4.85 mean score for the group) and 


least satisfied with Meeting Preparation attributes (4.25).


This group’s mean score in 2009 is 4.40, which are up somewhat from 4.21 in 2008, but its 


“effectiveness” rating is down to 3.3 in 2009 from 3.50 in 2008.


Following is the response to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting preparation
o Typically, minutes are not produced for CAWG.  I take my own notes, so I am not 


suggesting that minutes should be produced.  At least one member records the 
meeting.


• Membership
o The SPP state commissions are fully represented in CAWG meetings, but not all 


industry segments choose to attend the meetings.
• Chair


o The CHAIR's PowerPoint [presentations] is sometimes hard to follow.
• General


o 1) provide teleconference but mute voice input to avoid interruptions from 
unmated conversations, "Hold" music, etc.
2) provide Web conferencing to allow orderly input and questions from those 
participating remotely via the comment/questions field feature.    


o Encourage the CAWG states to continue participating and supporting this 
collaborative effort.
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Chart 5: Critical Infrastructure Protection Working Group
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Only one item was rated meaningfully low, and that was Membership’s “represents diversity” 


(4.2) attribute. Meaningfully high attributes include Meeting Preparation’s “accurate agenda” 


(5.0), Membership’s “necessary expertise/skills” (4.8) and Chair’s “seeks input” (5.0).


This group was least satisfied with Meeting Conduct attributes (4.42) and most satisfied with 


Meeting Preparation attributes (4.73)


This group’s overall rating in 2009 is 4.57, slightly up from 2008’s rating of 4.31. It’s 


“effectiveness” rating in 2008 was 3.33, and is up notably to 4.3, which “ties” for the highest 


rating in “effectiveness” any committee gave itself in the 2009 survey.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o The CIPWG is somewhat unique in that much of what we discuss in any given 


meeting is sensitive information (e.g. presentations from the FBI or DHS that 
may not be publicly disclosed) and therefore not reflected in the minutes. 
Otherwise, our minutes are, indeed, an accurate reflection of what takes place in 
the “open” portions of our meetings.


• Membership
o The CIPWG would benefit from representation from a larger segment of the SPP 


membership. With 17 voting members, we have representation from about 1/3 
of the total number of entities in the Region. However, our current membership 
is a good cross-section of the types of entities in SPP (large/small, 
IOU/Coop/Muni, etc.).


o I would like to see more participation from other SPP member companies.  I 
believe this would improve the value of the CIPWG and provide additional 
support opportunities.


• Chair
o Robert McClanahan does an excellent job before, during, and after CIPWG 


meetings by keeping staff up to date on industry activities, by correlating these 
activities with member needs, and by providing updates from alternative NERC-
based meetings.


• General
o Nothing to add
o 1. CIPWG needs representation from a larger segment of SPP.  


2. CIPWG may need to meet more frequently going forward, with regular 
teleconferences between quarterly face-to-face meetings.
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o 1. Increased membership. 
2. Increased technical discussion for security-based technologies. 
3. Increased outreach between and among other SPP working groups.


o CIPWG plays a critical role in the electric sector and in the SPP Organizational 
structure. More and more emphasis is being placed on electric sector security by 
Congress, FERC and NERC. CIPWG provides a secure forum for SPP Members to 
discuss these security- and policy- related matters without them being disclosed 
publicly.


o This group is very active on a very active topic.  The CIP standards are still 
changing and I feel this group is very effective at keeping us updated as well as 
providing input to the standards bodies.


o I think the CIPWG is a great forum for SPP staff, members, and industry experts 
to gather and discuss current and pending security compliance requirements.  It 
also provides an opportunity to discuss security best practices, and current 
security trends.
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Chart 6: Economic Studies Working Group Results
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This group had a number of items that were a standard deviation or more outside the average 


rating. Those items rated that were meaningfully low include Chair attribute “ensures follow-


through” (3.6), and Meeting Preparation attributes “useful information” (3.4) and “timely 


material” (3.2). Items rated meaningfully high include “effectiveness” (4.3), the Membership 


attributes of “members supportive” (4.3) and “represents diversity” (4.4).


This group was least satisfied with Meeting Preparation attributes and most satisfied with 


Membership attributes.


The Economic Studies Working Group was not tested in 2008, so there is no comparison data.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o Information for the meeting should be sent out a week ahead of time if possible 


so members can adequately prepare.
o Agendas are a bit open ended or nondescript
o Group has been on a very quick schedule.  Multiple conference calls per month.  


Has been difficult occasionally securing materials in time for conference call 
deadlines.  


• Membership
o Members could be better prepared if information was issued a week in advance. 


Too many short deadlines to fully vet out issues. 
o Good, diverse group of well rounded and highly technical individuals.  
o Alan Meyers has been a very effective chair and prepares for the meetings.


• Meeting conduct
o I put neutral on the “members are focused” because there are times when one 


member seems to dominate the discussion.  Though at times he offers good 
input other times he tends to ramble on and on.


o I've been impressed with group’s ability to quickly turn around tasks assigned to 
them.


• Chair
o Alan has done a great job chairing the group.


• General
o 1.  Routine Meeting established for 2010.   


2. It appears 2-3 members do most of the heavy lifting, need more participation   
3. SPP should provide insight to how their PROMOD is set up and educate the 
Members.


o More timely posting of meeting materials
o Need to seek more outside professional expertise on complex issues/matters.
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o 1. Communication of initiatives and status 
2. Limit the amount of time members can offer their opinions.  
3. Coordination between groups.  Seems as though the ESWG and WITF are 
working towards the same end from different directions.


o 1.  More educational sessions 
2.  Time for long-range goals  
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Chart 7: Finance Committee
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The Finance Committee rated only one item meaningfully lower than the other attributes 


tested, and this is “effectiveness” (3.7). The group rated several attributes meaningfully higher 


than others tested: “seeks input” in the Chair category received a 4.7, and “members 


committed” and “members supportive” were both rated 4.7 by respondents.


The Finance Committee was most satisfied with Membership attributes (4.40 averages) and 


least satisfied with Meeting Conduct attributes (4.12).


This committee’s mean score for all items in 2009 is 4.23, which is down slightly from 2008’s 


4.36. It’s “effectiveness” rating of 3.7 is essentially the same as last year’s 3.80.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o Occasionally, the quality of the analysis could be improved.  There is a 


perception (mine) that staff presumes that the Committee should simply take 
Staff's recommendation for certain actions without providing underlying 
support.


• General
o 1.  Linkage needs to be established between initiatives recommended by the 


strategic planning committee and the budgeting process within the finance 
committee.  
2.  A pre-budget development session should be held as part of the July Finance 
Committee meeting to outline key assumptions and to develop templates for use 
in presenting budget information.  
3.  The risk management process needs to be more formalized with a specific 
session of the Finance Committee to consider an “annual report/assessment” of 
the risk management function.  
4.  The Finance Committee needs to undertake and oversee an organizational 
initiative designed to focus on improving the cost effectiveness of key SPP 
processes.
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Chart 8: Generation Working Group Results
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The Generation Working Group rated no items meaningfully higher than others, but they did 


rate two items meaningfully lower, including “effectiveness” (2.8) and the “seeks input” 


attribute under the Chair category (3.5).


This group’s averages were all under 4.0, which may merit some further inquiry. It was most 


satisfied with Meeting Preparation (3.93) and Membership (3.92) categories and least satisfied 


with Chair attributes (3.78) 


The Generation Working Group’s overall score is 3.81, which are down slightly from 2008’s 


score of 3.97, and its “effectiveness” rating is down slightly from 3.00 to 2.8.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o A couple of meetings were cancelled.
o Since joining this committee there has been an overall lack of meetings, largely 


due to lack of issues to discuss.  When we do have meetings they are productive 
but for no more than we meet there is the possibility this group could be merged 
with another.


• Membership
o I would offer that those most interested in participating in process are those that 


are participating in the process with regards to the diversity question.  This does 
not necessarily ensure diversity in the process.


• Chair
o Edmund Toro from SPP was helping organize this group.  It is my understanding 


he is no longer with SPP.  I don't believe the GWG members were notified which 
is of concern.  


• General
o 1.  Should probably have meeting more often.  


2.  Review what other RE's are doing to shape their markets.  
3.  Anticipate the market shape based on pending Federal legislation and NERC 
requirements and get ahead of the game so to speak with operational 
recommendations.   


o A couple of times this year a question was asked and in lieu of a GWG meeting, 
the question was sent out to the members for their input.  There was little 
response to these questions.  I'm not sure as to the criteria used to determine 
when the question is sent for response vs. a meeting.  In the future, if a question 
is sent to the members to comment on in-lieu of a meeting, the reasons for this 
method needs to be stated and someone needs to organize the responses to 
insure that a coordinated response is provided to the question.
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o A better understanding of what SPP's expectations are for this group would be 
beneficial.


o There has only been one GWG meeting this year.
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Chart 9: Human Resources Committee Results
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The Human Resources Committee rated two items meaningfully low, “effectiveness” (3.3) and 


“keeps group on task” (3.3) under the Chair category. One item was rated meaningfully high, 


“members committed” (4.7) under Membership. 


Group members participating in the study were most satisfied with Membership attributes 


(4.20) and least satisfied with Meeting Conduct (3.92).


The Human Resources Committee’s aggregate mean score in 2009 is 4.00, which is down 


slightly from 2008’s rating of 4.11, while its 2009 “effectiveness” score is virtually the same at 


3.3, vs. 2008’s score of 3.29.


Following is the response to the prompt for suggestions for improvement (general):


• 1.  The group should take the lead in the development of a better thought-out incentive 
program with supporting metrics.  The current structure is too ambiguous.  
2.  Consideration should be given to addressing whether there is a form of long-term 
incentive that could / should be incorporated for certain levels of management.  
3.  The Committee should more formally review the development plans for key 
leadership positions.
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Chart 10: Markets and Operations Policy Committee Results
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This group had a mean rating of less than 4.0. This group rated three things meaningfully low: 


“effectiveness” (3.2), “timely material” (3.3) in the Meeting Preparation category, and 


“members prepared” (3.3) in the Membership category. Meaningfully high rated items include: 


“accurate agenda” (4.4) under Meeting Preparation and “represents diversity” (4.5) under 


Membership.


The Markets and Operations Policy Committee was most satisfied with Chair attributes (4.30), 


the only category that averaged more than 4.0 on the scale and least satisfied with 


Membership attributes (3.84).


This committee’s mean score is 3.93 for 2009, down from 4.05 in 2008. Its “effectiveness” 


rating for 2009, 3.2, is virtually the same as 2008’s 3.26.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o Getting the agenda with less than a week’s notice is totally unacceptable. It 


provides no time to confer with others in the organization.  Should have at least 
2 weeks to prepare for the meeting. 


o Still need to lean on chairs and secretaries to get material turned in on time.  
Once the basic info is provided on time, need to work on presentations being 
ready to submit with background material.


o Meetings may need to be scheduled for a longer time frame as it sometimes 
seems rushed to stay on schedule, or sometimes staff reports are omitted to 
keep on schedule.    It is not always easy to get up to speed on agenda topics 
with the short time frame that the materials are supplied.


o More than once key facts have failed to be memorialized in the initial draft issue 
of the minutes and had to be added at the MOPC approval.


o The practice of creating a PDF image of the meeting materials is terribly 
cumbersome.  It takes time, which compresses the time available to working 
groups to provide the materials.    


o Huge amount of information is given out too LATE to vet through our company. 
Suggest controversial/major issues be presented/discussed at one MOPC 
meeting and votes be deferred to a later date to give more time for companies 
to establish their position on the issue. Suggest voting at the following MOPC 
meeting or hold a teleconference for follow-up vote after it is discussed at an 
MOPC meeting. Although each member does have the opportunity to attend the 
meetings of working groups up to the time that votes take place at MOPC, many 
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companies such as ours do not have the luxury of enough staff to attend those 
meetings. Therefore, we end up with information overload at the 11th hour. 


o The meeting materials are timelier than they once were, but there are still 
discussion items, and sometimes action items, where the material isn't provided 
until it is too late for internal discussion.


o Getting the meeting material a few days earlier would be very helpful.
• Membership


o Most members are not prepared, partly due to the fact that the agenda 
materials are not provided in a timely fashion.  Many are reading it at the 
meeting for the first time. 


o Too many come with their own agenda and only look at things on how it will 
affect their company instead of the organization as a whole!


o Too many times individual members are not up to speed on a specific topic and a 
significant amount of time is spent on the education element.  This is not 
necessarily a bad thing, since it probably raises the level of understanding of 
everyone on very complex issues - just makes for a long drawn out process.


o More time to prepare with the material to be presented would help.
• Meeting Conduct


o Most members are focused on their computers and dissenting voices are not 
heard.  


o Need to make sure that all major issues in SPP are brought to the MOPC for a 
vote even if they are not within the MOPC purview.  This will reflect the SPP 
stakeholders' view on the issue.


o Amidst the complexity of the work at hand - given the magnitude of fundamental 
changes to the industry (advanced markets, wind integration, equitable cost 
allocation) the MOPC group works well together.  There are a number of broad 
discussions that require high-level policy discussions and many that require 
operational or financial impact discussions that while complex and tedious in 
nature, are nevertheless a much needed part of the decisionmaking.


• Chair
o The chair does a good job keeping on task and on time.  
o The current chair has been productive and focused.
o John has done an exceptional job of "herding cats" for the past two years!
o The exiting chair, John Olsen of Westar, has performed an excellent job over the 


course of the last 3 years. He has kept the group on task, provided needed 
guidance for meeting conduct, and always maintained a sense of what we are 
ultimately responsible for to the Board of Directors.


• General
o 1) Agenda and all materials sent out 2 weeks prior to the MOPC meeting.   


2) MOPC needs to have more said so on assumptions, how studies are run, and 
the results reported.       
3) More briefings before the MOPC meetings.  Day 2 market will need a lot more 
than 4 hours.  
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o 1.  Designate a pro and a con for each controversial item to give a presentation 
during the MOPC.  Encourage participants to get their comments to the 
designee.  Too much time is spent on round table discussions where parties keep 
reiterating their same point.  
2. Keep up the pre-MOPC training seminars and try to address the main point of 
contention during these seminars.  
3. Get staff secretaries together on a regular basis so all know what is going on 
with other groups.  We are doing this monthly with all chairs and secretaries, but 
believe staff should hold these weekly or bi-weekly at the very least.


o 1.  Continue providing focused briefings prior to the general meeting.  
2.  Set aside significant time to fully discuss the issues related to the Day 2 
market design.  
3.  We need several days of training and discussion in order to understand the 
market recommendations that will come before the committee for approval.


o Meeting materials needs to go out sooner
o A) See comments on #3.  


B) PowerPoint presentations usually are not in meeting material.  
C) Make sure audience knows which material each speaker is addressing, i.e., 
page number, title, etc.    


o Place larger, most critical decision items early in the agenda. (Advanced Market, 
Priority Projects, ITP, SPP facility decisions).  Need to make faster decisions on 
the minor agenda items and not have 20 min. presentations that end up 45 min.
for a minor or low impact decisions.    
Provide a summary page with the final agenda that contains an executive 
summary of each action item.  (i.e. Priority projects: 
1) Vote on whether there will be above or below 10GW wind development; 
2) Approve the 3 - 345kV Priority Projects and delay the 345/765kV Priority 
Projects until January MOPC meeting) etc.    Potentially have a regular MOPC 
participant call prior (1-2) weeks to the MOPC meeting that would pre-prep 
members for major decisions; possibly simply a briefing from Carl Monroe that 
indicates the critical issues and focus areas. Even though the material may not be 
fully-readied at least it would provide a chance for the members to have some 
prior discussion among the membership in order to streamline those discussions 
at the actual meeting.  


o 1) Get ALL meeting materials out at least 1 week prior to the meeting.    
2) Get a better phone conferencing system.    
3) Do better studies.


o WebEx for those who chose not to attend in person so that the last minute 
changes can be seen by all.  Do not allow last minute changes unless they have 
been distributed to those on the phone.


o It’s almost too late by the time a issue gets to the MOPC.  The assumptions, 
studies, results are already done.  If they are incorrect, it’s back to the drawing 
board.         
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o Member-driven is a blessing and a curse.  Many members come with one 
thought/angle and until that point is beat to death or all concede to their 
viewpoint, at times there is no moving on.  Blessing, all have a change to voice 
their concern, curse, not everyone willing to make sacrifices to move 
organization forward.


o This is a great forum for discussion.  Each Member feels capable of expressing 
their opinions.
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Chart 11: Market Working Group
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The Market Working Group had two meaningfully high scores, “accurate agenda” under 


Meeting Preparation (4.5) and “represents diversity” under Membership (4.4). Three items 


were meaningfully low, “members prepared” under Membership (3.4), “members focused” 


under Meeting Conduct (3.5) and “effectiveness” (3.2)


This group was most satisfied with attributes in the Chair category (4.20) and least satisfied 


with items in the Meeting Conduct category (3.84).


The Market Working Group’s mean score of 3.96 is down slightly from the 2008 mean score of 


4.11, and its 2009 “effectiveness” rating of 3.2 is virtually the same as the 2008 rating of 3.30.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o The short notice on certain items reflects the dynamic nature of the discussions 


taking place in the group.  
o The meeting is organized and the chair provides excellent facilitation.
o I feel that some Staff (and consultants) use their relatively more intimate 


knowledge of the current/future systems as a leverage during meetings instead 
of sharing their knowledge prior to meetings


• Membership
o We are dealing with significant issues related to the future success of each 


Market Participant.  I am not sure that upper management of each company is 
involved in the decision process and briefs/debriefs their representative.


o Members are as committed as they can be given most have other full time 
responsibilities.  Although there are still members that do not really engage in 
the discussions, they are less and less...


o MWG members are committed to completing the Future Market Design and 
agreed to meet semimonthly to complete the design in a timely manner.


o I consider my fellow members as friends and colleagues, but the skillset 
necessary to fully understand and design markets is sacrificed by the necessity to 
maintain diversity of member sectors


• Meeting Conduct
o All MWG members have a chance to voice their opinion on topics before 


decisions are made.
o Due to the length of the meetings and frequency there are times when focus can 


be lost but with the advent of the new market many worthwhile and lengthy 
discussions are being had and as tedious as those discussions are they are 
needed.
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o MWG meetings are the most poorly run meeting.  The chair does not manage 
meetings well, encourages rabbit trails, generally monopolizes meeting 
discussion, does not discipline others who frequently speak over a speaker, 
generally favors a few select members.  I recommend MWG should employ a 
formal meeting facilitator.


• Chair
o Richard Ross does an excellent job, even though I do not agree with him all the 


time.
o The MWG chair is knowledgeable in all areas of the current market and the 


future markets design.  He creates an environment that encourages members to 
ask questions.


o I feel Richard does an excellent job chairing the group. He has a good knowledge 
of the industry and keeps the group on task even though many times we drift off 
the issue at hand.


o MWG meetings are the most poorly run meeting.  The chair does not manage 
meetings well, encourages rabbit trails, generally monopolizes meeting 
discussion, does not discipline others who frequently speak over a speaker, 
generally favors a few select members.  I recommend MWG should employ a 
formal meeting facilitator


• General
o Ensure upper management involvement with decision making. 
o Improve coordination with other working group so that they address 


review/coordination in a reasonable time frame. 
o 1.  Provide more guidance to secretaries on what to include in the minutes.  


2.  Ensure the chair and vice-chair understand the rules for conducting meetings.  
o Hire a professional meeting facilitator.  Also, I thank AEP for letting us use their 


conference room, but MWG has outgrown the capacity of that room.  
Sometimes there are not even enough chairs for all those attending.  SPP needs 
to find a bigger room


o MWG's efforts to prioritize its initiatives should be replicated across the 
organization.  MWG seems to make efforts to be transparent and limit the 
creation of red tape while other groups at times seem to unintentionally do the 
opposite.    


o I think this group is under tremendous pressure to get things done and probably 
is working beyond a sustainable level.  


o Combination of poor leadership and varying degree of member skills make this a 
very unproductive group.
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Chart 12: Model Development Working Group
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The Model Development Group had one meaningfully high score, “members supportive” under 


Membership (4.5), and three meaningfully low scores, “timely material” under Meeting 


Preparation (3.5), “members prepared” under Membership (3.6) and “effectiveness” (2.8).


This group was most satisfied with Chair attributes (4.20) and least satisfied with Meeting 


Preparation attributes (3.80).


This working group’s mean score for all attributes in 2009 is 3.98, which is down from 2008’s 


rating of 4.24, and its “effectiveness” rating of 2.8 is down noticeably from the 2008 


“effectiveness” rating of 3.50.


This group’s comments on improvements include the following:
• Meeting Preparation


o Meeting materials need to be provided well in advance of the meeting.  Also, 
meeting materials should not be changed prior to the meeting.  For example, 
updated draft versions of documents should not be presented at the meeting 
without sufficient time for the members to review.  10 calendar days should be a 
minimum.


o SPP staff seems to delay the start of the webinars every meeting due to technical 
difficulties that should be solved before the meeting starts. Staff should already 
set up before the beginning of the meeting and tested all equipment.


• Membership
o As a member of both SPP and MRO there a number of conflicting data needs for 


both regions that need to be addressed.  More clarity is needed for the 
companies who have generation, load and transmission in Nebraska that are tied 
to both regions. 


o Some members do not openly participate or come to the meetings with a 
knowledge of the agenda items. 


• General
o Due to my commitments, I am unable to attend many of the meetings. However, 


the ones that I have attended have included the transmission working group and 
I think Scott Rainbolt performs outstandingly as the chair of this group.  I only 
have one suggestion and that would be more WebEx options for meetings.


o It is difficult to deal with the high turn-over rate of SPP employees.  A separate 
department needs to exist for the development and upkeep of accurate planning 
models.  


o 1.  Meeting materials provided well in advance of meeting.  10 calendar days 
minimum.  No exceptions.  
2.  Meeting materials cannot be changed in the 10 days prior to meeting.    
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3.  SPP organizational groups need to focus more on the needs of the individual 
members.  Member driven instead of SPP staff driven.


o New Secretary.  Remove non-participatory members
o Better planning processes within SPP organization are needed not additional 


process.
o The SPP MDWG needs to provide more clarity on the data submittal 


requirements and the rationale for such requirements.  For example, the MDWG 
has repeated stated that short circuit data is required for the annual data 
submittal effort.  Apart from that, there is short circuit task force established 
that is focused on development of a short circuit model. If the short circuit data 
is already required for the data submittal, what is the purpose of the task force.  
There seems to be some conflicting information here that is difficult for the data 
submitters to understand.


o As effective as can be while trying to sort through outside 
agendas/recommendations from staff.
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Chart 13: Operating Reliability Working Group
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The Operating Reliability Working group had one meaningfully high rating, “members 


supportive” (4.8) under Membership, and one meaningfully low rating, “effectiveness” (3.6). 


This group was most satisfied with Meeting Conduct attributes (4.38) and least satisfied with 


Chair attributes (4.23).


This working group has a 2009 mean score of 4.29, which is up appreciably from 2008’s mean 


score of 3.68, and its “effectiveness” rating is also up noticeably to 3.6 in 2009, compared to 


3.00 for 2008.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparedness
o ORWG is too loose on last-minute supporting materials coming to members for 


agenda items just prior to the meeting with little time to review prior meeting 
discussions.  


o Secretary is juggling group facilitation with daily duties and this sometimes leads 
to short lead times on meeting prep.


• Membership
o The group should try to get more co-ops, munis, generators, and transmission 


customers as voting members to balance out the overall group membership 
representation. 


• Meeting Conduct
o There are many times where our decision is to ask staff for additional 


information or a study to help determine what we are questioning.  
o Having a call in option for all meetings including face to face meetings is very 


helpful to increase participation when travel conflict arises.  ORWG does well at 
this.


• Chair
o Jim is quiet by nature but he is always open to other opinions and he is very 


good at following through.
• General


o 1. More meetings with MWG for future markets  
2. Better process for PRR implementation.  Once a PRR is approved by all WG's it 
enters a wasteland and no one knows when it will be worked on, implemented, 
or anything about it unless it is a major (in SPP's eyes, aka PRR 181).  Some PRR's 
have been approved for over a year and there is still no indication of when they 
will be implemented.  
3. Process for Protocol revision.  I do not know of any formal process to
announce Protocol revisions, nor any timeline given as to when they "go live."  
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The first warning we generally get is a Market Operator saying we are not 
following the new revision.  We need to post them in advance, tell people there 
is a new revision, and give a date when it will be implemented.


o Continue to focus on review of past action items to ensure resolution and 
completion.


o More frequent face-to-face meetings  More joint meetings with MWG and TWG  
o I feel the ORWG is starting to fall behind in the day-ahead review process, the 


MWG is meeting six days/month minimum, but I balance this with the fact that 
everyone has another job they are supposed to be doing at their respective 
business. I am also concerned that ORWG's need to upgrade the OPS1 program 
is going to be pushed to the back burner and not done in favor of time allocation 
to day 2 markets.  The ORWG has been asking for improvements/replacement of 
this program for over 2 years!!!  It needs to have something done to fix the 
deficiencies or it needs to be replaced and it needs to be done in the short term.
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Chart 14: Operations Training Working Group Results
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The Operations Training Working Group had two items with meaningfully low scores, 


“represents diversity” (4.3) in the Membership category and “effectiveness” (3.7). Meaningfully 


high scores include three items that scored a perfect 5.0: “accurate agenda” and “accurate 


minutes” in the Meeting Preparation category and “members supportive” in the Membership 


category.


The Operations Training Working Group has the highest satisfaction with Meeting Preparation 


attributes (4.88) and the lowest satisfaction with Chair attributes (4.65).


This group has a mean score of 4.67 for all attributes tested in 2009, which is virtually the same 


as the 2008 score of 4.58, but its “effectiveness” rating for 2009 is down to 3.7, from the 2008 


rating of 4.00.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o Mr. Jim Gunnell's organizational skills in regards to this working group are 


beyond reproach. Fabulous effort put into the OTWG by Mr. Gunnell. Kudo's to 
him. Shannon Bolan - NPPD.


• Membership
o I would like to have seen more members interested in joining the OTWG from 


the Western and Southern regions. We just didn't get a whole lot of interest 
from these two regions during our last openings within the OTWG. That could 
have been our problem though, by not getting the word out properly....???? 
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Chart 15: Oversight Committee Results
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The Oversight Committee had no meaningfully high ratings but did have two meaningfully low 


ratings: “represents diversity” (3.5) in the Membership category and “effectiveness (3.5).


This committee was most satisfied with Meeting Preparation attributes (4.73) and least 


satisfied with Meeting Conduct attributes (4.42).


This committee’s overall rating for its attributes in 2009 is 4.19, which is the same as the 2008 


rating, and its “effectiveness” rating is up slightly to 3.5 in 2009 from 3.33 in 2008.


Following is the response to the prompt for suggestions for improvement (general):


• Now that the Committee has responsibility for internal audit, we need to focus 
attention on this important area. Also, we need to assure ourselves that Internal Audit 
has the IT skills to assess this important area. Also, we need to assure ourselves that we 
are being as helpful as possible to REs on how they can become totally compliant.
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Chart 16: Regional Tariff Working Group Results
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The Regional Tariff Working Group rated two items meaningfully low, “effectiveness”(3.5) and 


“members prepared” in the Membership category (3.8). Three items were rated 4.5, which for 


this group was meaningfully high, “represents diversity” and “members supportive” under the 


Membership category, and “seeks input” under the Chair category. 


Regional Tariff Working Group survey participants were most pleased with Chair attributes 


(4.40) and least satisfied with Meeting Preparation (4.13).


This working group’s mean score for 2009 is 4.19, which is virtually the same as 2008’s rating of 


4.12, and its effectiveness rating in 2009, 3.5, is also virtually the same as the 2008 rating of 


3.44.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o We do have problems getting information from members and staff in a timely 


manner in order to distribute to the Working Group in a timely manner.  We also 
continually have problems with both staff and members requesting last minute 
additions to the agenda and lack of support from senior level staff and Chairs in 
enforcing the deadlines for providing information and requesting to be on the 
agenda.


o The secretary changed halfway through the year.
o Material distribution is generally good, however occasionally it is late coming.  


This does make it extremely difficult to properly prepare for the meeting.  One 
week’s posting of the material is sufficient time, but update material the day 
before is unacceptable.  I find it almost impossible to vote on something when 
the materials arrive the day before the meeting. 


• Membership
o The members are very respectful of each other and understanding of the 


differences in opinions and positions based upon the diversity of the group.  
Members do not come to the meetings prepared; however, a lot of this is due to 
last minute additions/changes of materials and last minute additions/changes to 
the agenda.


o Members more often keep their own goals in mind instead of the group's goal. 
Some members are prepared to conduct business at the meeting while others do 
nothing in advance to prepare.


• Meeting Conduct
o As to the departure question, that varies from one meeting to the next.  Most 


issues take several meetings to resolve, and some meetings "resolve" nothing.
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o Sometimes the nitpicking and word-smithing gets in the way of getting things 
done.


o There are meetings when members are unprepared or have not been engaged 
(for a multitude of reasons) that causes progress to halt and back up.  It is during 
those times that I feel the group failed to accomplish anything.  This does not 
occur very often and is most likely unavoidable.


• Chair
o Dennis generally does a good job.  At times though he wades a little too deep 


into the discussion and loses his role as moderator or facilitator.
o The group goes off on rabbit trails and the chair will sometimes follow.


• General
o 1. Continue to have SPP staff as our outside counsel available for meetings - very 


helpful.  
2. Make sure meeting materials and draft tariff language are available well in 
advance of meetings.


o 1.  We need more support on tariff issues from Wright & Talisman.  We spend 
significant time on issues making assumptions that our views will be accepted by 
FERC.  
2.  We need a forum for our lawyers to discuss issues related to the tariff.    
3.  I am not sure key decision makers of some market participants are aware of 
the issues until a filing is made at FERC.


o My recommendation is with respect to RTWG specifically. With the large volume 
of work to be addressed and the need for members to be prepared when they 
come to meetings, we need to set deadlines for submission of meeting materials 
and requests to be on the agenda and enforce those deadlines.  I have gotten 
continual feedback from members that they don't prepare in advance because 
they know there will always be changes from what they have received and never 
know what to expect will actually be in materials and on agenda.


o 1. Keep members focused on the big picture.  
2. Keep members on task.  
3. Remind members that focus should be on SPP goals in general.


o 1. Continue working on getting meeting material out on time (Improving!)  
2. Better review of the topics by members prior to the meeting.  
3. Try not to get hung up on minor issues


o I believe our working groups are effective, but I believe they would be much 
more effective if we as staff were more rigorous in setting deadlines for getting 
on agendas and providing background materials.  We can't expect our 
participants to be prepared for meetings if we don't give them the materials they 
need to be prepared.  This would certainly lead to better, more productive 
meetings and working group members making more informed and better 
decisions.


o I don't know what the difference between "agree" and "strongly agree" is. 
o This group is extremely productive given the work load and quality of work.
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Chart 17: Strategic Planning Committee Results
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The one item the Strategic Planning Committee rated as meaningfully low was “effectiveness”


(3.1) Two items received meaningfully high ratings, the first item, “Necessary expertise/skills” 


under Membership, was rated 4.6 by the group and the second item, “dissent heard” under 


Meeting Conduct was rated 4.7 by the group.


The Strategic Planning Committee was most satisfied with Membership attributes (4.38) and 


least satisfied with Chair attributes (4.15).


This committee’s 2009 mean score is 4.23 for all attributes tested, which is down very slightly 


from the 2008 rating of 4.31, and its 2009 “effectiveness” rating of 3.1 is also down from the 


2008 rating of 3.50.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o These questions place too much emphasis on the process; a committee of this 


nature needs more brainstorming time.
• Chair


o Richard Spring will be missed, but Rickey Bittle will do a great job.
• General


o The committee has almost stopped functioning...should meet if only to discuss 
open agenda issues that should be taken up by SPP .... 


o 1.  Be involved with the Synergistic Planning Team.  
2.  Focus on necessary transmission expansion, and getting federal funding for 
major projects.  
3.  Focus on wind development and the potential impact this generation will 
have on our system.


o The SPC needs to do more long-range strategic planning, rather than focusing on 
near-term tactics. It is this group that needs to focus on the big picture, i.e., how 
all of our initiatives fit together.


o Update the strategic planning process and timeline to coincide with internal 
budgeting cycle. Include Board and Members Committee in initial brainstorming 
efforts.


o Input from the committee members as to agendas etc. is nonexistent.
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Chart 18: System Protection and Control Working Group
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The System Protection and Control Working Group rated only one item meaningfully low, 


“effectiveness” (3.6). Participants in the survey rated these items meaningfully high, “accurate 


agenda” under Meeting Preparation (4.6), “members focused” under Meeting Conduct (4.6) 


and “supportive and respectful” under Chair (4.6).


The System Protection and Control Working Group is most satisfied with Meeting Preparation 


attributes (4.43) and least satisfied with Chair attributes (4.30).


This working group’s mean score for all attributes tested in 2009 is 3.94, which is down 


noticeably from 4.49 in 2008, and its “effectiveness” rating of 3.4 in 2009, is also down from 


2008’s rating, which was 3.86.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o Jason Speer and Mak Nagle are doing an excellent job in the SPCWG


• Membership
o SPCWG is sometimes asked to provide expertise on system planning/system 


studies but is made up of relay Engineers rather than planning Engineers.
• General


o 1. Seek suggestions for improvement/clarification of Criteria.  
2. Track recommendations for improvement/clarification of Criteria.  
3. Members should prepare for the meeting before the meeting. Come prepared 
to the meeting.


o Most of my suggestions apply to myself, personally. I need to be more prepared. 
I should get prepared. This is best done by spending additional time in becoming 
prepared.
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Chart 19: Transmission Working Group Results
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The Transmission Working Group rated two items meaningfully high, both in the Membership 


category, “represents diversity” and “necessary expertise/skills” (both at 4.4). But five items 


were rated meaningfully low: “timely material” (2.9) in Meeting Preparation attributes; 


“members prepared” (3.5), “members committed” (4.0), and “members supportive” (4.1) under 


Membership attributes; and “effectiveness” (3.4).


The Transmission Working Group was most satisfied with Chair attributes (4.25) and least 


satisfied with Meeting Preparation attributes (3.65).


This group’s mean score on all attributes tested in 2009 is 4.31, which is up from the 2008 


overall score of 3.95, but its 2009 “effectiveness” rating of 3.4 is the same as 3.45, the 2008 


rating.


Following are the responses to the prompt for suggestions for improvement:


• Meeting Preparation
o Meeting materials are posted prior to the meeting; however, the material is 


typically posted only a few days prior to the meeting not allowing sufficient time 
to fully review all of the material.  This is likely due to the fact that SPP is trying 
to complete too many studies at the same time and is putting a lot of stress on 
members and SPP Engineering staff.  


o Meeting minutes should include an accurate account of all issues discussed even 
when positions are not agreed with by SPP Staff. Timeliness of receiving meeting 
materials is essential to preparing for a successful meeting.


o Meeting minutes that have yet to be approved should be clearly identified as 
"DRAFT". While the word "draft" is sometimes placed in the file name (which is 
good), draft meeting minutes are often posted without "DRAFT" being in the 
minutes document or in the name of the link that appears on the SPP Web site.  I 
would suggest that "DRAFT" be in the name of the link as well as prominently 
displayed on the first page of the minutes document.


o Recently Staff made some important decisions regarding compliance analysis 
that was not fully communicated to the TWG or recorded in the TWG minutes.  
This involved deciding to not perform analysis on the 10-year model and created 
a new 6-year model to use for long term TPL compliance analysis.


• Membership
o Members try to be prepared at meetings, however, there are too many studies 


going on and therefore way too much meeting materials to keep up on all of it.
o Some people just don't do their homework before the meeting begins.
o Staff is not getting information for meeting posted in a timely manner.
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• Meeting Conduct
o Dissenting opinions are not always acknowledged and these discussions are not 


completely summarized in the minutes.
• Chair


o Enjoy participating in this group and will miss it when I retire.
o The chair is very organized, and it is clear he spends time preparing for the 


meetings.  The chair ensures that all meeting attendees are given a chance to be 
heard and that their opinions are recorded in the meeting minutes.
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Detailed Findings: Overall


This analysis presents average scores for the attribute groups by committee/working group.


Chart 20: Average Scores for Meeting Preparation


The Economic Studies Working Group gave the lowest scores for the attributes in this group, 


rating the category at 3.58. The Operations Training Working Group gave Meeting Preparation 


the highest average rating of 4.88. Overall, Meeting Preparation was rated 4.18 across the 


study.
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Chart 21: Average Scores for Membership


The lowest average score was given by the Markets and Operations Policy Committee (3.84). 


The highest scores were given by the Operations Training Working Group (4.66). Overall, 


participants rated Membership attributes 4.27.
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Chart 22: Average Scores for Meeting Conduct


Again, the lowest score was given by the Generation Working Group (3.82), and, again, the 


highest score by Operating Reliability Working Group and the Operations Training Working 


Group (4.74). Meeting Conduct was rated 4.21 overall.
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Chart 23: Average Scores for Chair


Again, the Generation Working Group gave the lowest score for this attribute (3.78). 


The lowest score was given by the Corporate Governance Committee (3.60). The Cost 


Allocation Group gave its Chair attributes the highest average (4.85). Chair attributes averaged 


4.31 overall.
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Chart 24: Average Scores for Effectiveness


Effectiveness had the lowest scores of all the categories tested, and as this chart indicates, it 


varied the most among groups. When compared to the averages for the other areas, the 


average score for effectiveness (3.45) was significantly lower than the highest rated of the 


other categories, Membership, (4.27). 


The Generation Working Group gave the lowest rating for effectiveness (2.8). The Critical 


Infrastructure Protection Working Group and the Economic Studies Working Group gave the 


highest ratings for this attribute (4.3).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS


The Generation Working Group gave the lowest ratings for their experiences with Southwest 


Power Pool this year. The Operations Training Group gave the highest ratings for the 2009 


organizational group survey.


Ariel Strategic Communications recommends that SPP add a battery of questions to help SPP 


understand how important the items rated are to the participants. For each item, a question 


could be added, for example, “On a scale of 1 to 5, in which 1 is not important and 5 is very 


important, how important is the item you just rated in determining this organizational group’s 


effectiveness at executing its duties?” This would provide SPP with an idea of which items to 


focus on when responding to the study.


SPP must continue to send meeting materials out as far in advance as possible and to respond 


to communications from working group and committee members quickly. These seem to be the 


most important items overall for participants of the study.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY INSTRUMENT


All rating items are on the following scale, unless otherwise indicated: 1=strongly disagree; 


2=disagree; 3=neither agree nor disagree; 4=agree; 5=strongly agree.


Thank you for participating in this survey. From your perspective (as a member, chair or 


secretary) of the SPP organizational group listed below, please thoughtfully answer all 


questions.


1. 1. My position on this organizational group is that of a...


a. Member


b. Chair


c. Secretary


2. Please rate MEETING PREPARATION based on the following statements:


a. The agenda produced reflects the actions to be taken during the meeting.


b. Meeting material is provided in a timely manner.


c. The information provided prior to the meeting is utilized during the meeting.


d. Meeting minutes are an accurate reflection of the meeting.


3. Additional Comment (included on all items):


4. Please rate the organizational group MEMBERSHIP based on the following statements:


a. The group’s membership represents the diversity of the SPP organization.


b. The group’s membership has the necessary expertise and/or skills to accomplish 


its goals.


c. Organizational group members come prepared to the meetings.
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d. Organizational group members are motivated to participate and accomplish the 


group’s goals.


5. Additional Comment (included on all items):


6. Please rate MEETING CONDUCT based on the following statements:


a. Members are focused during discussion.


b. Decisions are identified and action is recommended.


c. Facilitation is sufficient to guide discussion.


d. Dissenting voices are heard.


e. I depart with a feeling that we have accomplished something.


7. Additional Comment (included on all items):


8. Please rate the organizational group CHAIR based on the following statements:


a. The chair seeks input, and organizational group members are able to influence 


key decisions and plans.


b. The chair is supportive and respectful of the individual needs and differences of 


group members.


c. The chair keeps the group on task.


d. The chair ensures follow-through on questions and commitments.


9. Additional Comments (included on all items):


10. Please indicate other organizational groups whose meetings you regularly attend.


(Choose all that apply.)
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11. Please provide three or more recommendations for improvement of this particular 


group and/or SPP’s overall organizational group structure.


12. Compared to other groups in which I participate, this organizational group is…


13. Please share any additional comments about the organizational group's effectiveness:
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APPENDIX B: COMMITTEES/WORKING GROUPS


1. Business Practices Working Group


The Business Practices Working Group (BPWG) is responsible for discussing issues 


surrounding the development and implementation of SPP’s OATT Business Practices. 


The BPWG will propose new practices and changes to existing practices that will 


facilitate effective and efficient administration of the SPP OATT. The BPWG will develop 


practices that supplement, clarify, and enhance the understanding of OATT provisions 


and principles without violating those provisions and principles.


2. Change Working Group


The Change Working Group (CWG) coordinates and schedules any changes to the 


interfaces between SPP systems, processes, practices and the members/market 


participants required to implement or enhance needed functions. The CWG will 


recommend any process improvements or project management to other working 


groups to facilitate these interfaces.


3. Corporate Governance Committee


4. Cost Allocation Working Group


5. Critical Infrastructure Protection Working Group


The purpose of the Critical Infrastructure Protection Working Group (CIPWG) is to 


advance the physical and cyber security of the electricity infrastructure within the SPP 


region. This group will serve as a forum for discussing security issues, for establishing 


security policies and procedures for SPP Member-common resources, and will serve as 


an interface between the NERC CIP Committee and the SPP membership. 


6. Economic Studies Working Group


The Economic Studies Working Group (ESWG) advises and assists SPP staff, various 


working groups, and task forces in the development and evaluation principles for 


economic studies. The ESWG will be responsible for ensuring the proper regional data 
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sets and economic methodology, parameters, and metrics are used in these studies and 


for ensuring SPP staff annually update stakeholders’ data. The ESWG will also provide 


technical support for the development and application of economic studies. The ESWG 


will review the economic planning processes for adherence to sound economic metrics 


methods used by SPP Staff and MOPC working groups and task forces and will provide 


recommendations for improvement of the economic evaluations. The ESWG will be 


responsible for ensuring that SPP and/or third party consultants, contracted by the SPP, 


utilize the appropriate model and data set to produce consistent results through all 


economic modeling activities.


7. Finance Committee


8. Generation Working Group


The Generation Working Group (GWG) maintains, coordinates, and implements Criteria 


related to generation in Southwest Power Pool (SPP). It is also responsible for ensuring 


that SPP Criteria are in compliance with NERC Reliability Standards relating to 


generation for the SPP region.


9. Human Resources Committee


10. Market and Operations Policy Committee


11. Market Working Group


The Market Working Group (MWG) is responsible for the development and coordination 


of the changes necessary to support any SPP administered wholesale market(s), 


including energy, congestion management and market monitoring consistent with 


direction from the Board of Directors including FERC Order 2000.


12. Model Development Working Group


The Model Development Working Group is responsible for maintenance of an annual 


series of transmission planning models (power flow and short circuit models and 


associated stability database)which represent the current and planned electric net work 
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of the Southwest Power Pool. It is also responsible for providing NERC with data that 


supports the models developed by the Multiregional Modeling Working Group (MMWG) 


and the System Dynamics Database Working (SDDWG).


13. Operating Reliability Working Group


ORWG - formerly known as the Security Working Group (SWG).


14. Operations Training Working Group


The Operations Training Working Group (OTWG) is responsible for identifying and 


managing training activities for system operators.


15. Oversight Committee (Formerly Compliance Committee)


16. Regional Tariff Working Group


The Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG) is responsible for development, 


recommendation, overall implementation and oversight of SPP's open access regional 


transmission service tariff. The RTWG will further advise the staff on regulatory or 


implementation issues not specifically covered by the tariff or issues where there may 


be conflict or differing interpretations of the tariff.


17. Strategic Planning Committee


In March 2003, the Board of Directors formed the Strategic Planning Task Force (SPTF) 


to complete a review of the SPP organization considering the current industry 


environment and make appropriate recommendations to the Board. With the 


recommendations of the SPTF, the Board reorganized the SPTF into the Strategic 


Planning Committee effective July 1, 2003.


18. System Protection Working Group


The System Protection and Control Working Group maintains, coordinates, and 


implements criteria related to system protection and control in Southwest Power Pool. 


It is also responsible for ensuring compliance with NERC Planning and Operating 


Standards for the SPP region.
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19. Transmission Working Group


The Transmission Working Group (TWG) is responsible for planning criteria to evaluate 


transmission additions, seasonal ATC calculations, seasonal flowgate ratings, oversight 


of coordinated planning efforts, and oversight of transmission contingency evaluations. 


The TWG develops recommendations for the Operations Policy Committee regarding 


changes to SPP criteria referenced herein and works with individual transmission 


owners on issues of coordinated planning and NERC and SPP compliance. The TWG 


coordinates the calculation of the Available Transfer Capability for commerce 


maintaining regional reliability, while ensuring study procedures and criteria are 


updated to meet the regional needs of SPP, in cooperation with governing regulatory 


entities. The TWG is responsible for publication of seasonal and future reliability 


assessment studies on the transmission system of the SPP region. The TWG was 


formerly called the Transmission Assessment Working Group.
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What type of relationship does your organization have with SPP?


Member Customer Regulatory Other If other, please specify: 


What is your role within your organization?


 Please select one ...


If your role is "other", please specify:


Please list any characteristics of SPP with which you are SATISFIED.


Please list any characteristics of SPP with which you are DISSATISFIED.


Please share any remaining thoughts about your satisfaction with SPP.
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Demographics


Response Rate Previous Years' Response Rate
Emailed to 969 stakeholders - 80 bounces = 889 recipients 2008: 236 responses, 34% response rate
165 responded 2007: 206 responses, 20% response rate
19% response rate 2006: 162 responses, 32% response rate


What type of relationship does your organization have with SPP?
Member - 78%
Customer - 8%
Regulatory - 3%
Other - 10%


What is your role within your organization?
Operations - 29% 
Engineering - 15% 
Technical / IT - 2%
Policy / Regulatory / Legal - 10% 
Executive (Director or Officer) - 14%
Accounting / Finance / Settlements - 6.7% 
Compliance - 5% 
Training - 4% 
Other - 15% 


Relationship (Other)
director  (4)
IPP (3)
MP for multiple SPP companies 
Generator 
NAESB OASIS Subcommittee 
Contract Participant 
Consultant for East Texas Cooperatives 
Vendor 
marketer 
Coordinating Agreement 
this selection should allow multiples - I am both customer and member 
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Demographics


Role (Other)
Power Scheduler 
Project Developer for a wind energy development company 
I'm the Sr. Electric Supply Planner. I also report information such as unit availability studies to GADS. 
I process the EIS statements and the majority of my job is accounting, but I also monitor and troubleshoot market issues. 
Balancing Area Operations and Accounting 
Transmission Customer 
I am in regulatory. We contact SPP on occassion to get more detailed information requested by intervenors/state commissions
    in cases and sometimes to clarify our accounting of costs and revenues. 
Resource and Transmission Planning 
Development Manager 
Municipal Marketing 
Real Time Trader 
Operations is the main role, but I also do Accounting, compliance, and training. 
NERC Certified System Operator 
MP, deal with settlements, transmission, and looking at Day 2 concerning the SPP Market. 
I am engineer who works with the power sales, marketing, and regulatory areas of the agency. 
Director 
Training 
Operations and Compliance 
real time trader 
Energy Scheduler 
I have also been involved in training and compliance. 
Project Management 
training 
Market development I am responsible for keeping up with changes in the markets we are involved with. 
Director, Sales and Marketing 
Fuel Supply and Energy Market Operations 
Marketing 
HOURLY MANAGER 
Market Support (a derivative of Operations) 
SPP Director 
Director - Operations, Communications, Compliance & Training 
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Satisfied


Customer Service The compliance staff at SPP has been very helpful with questions related to compliance issues. It is great to have Kevin Goolsby as a resource. 


Customer Service Readily avaiable for any questions and have prompt response time. 


Customer Service Technical people are generally knowledgeable and helpful. 


Customer Service I appreicate Christi Pinkerton's attention to any problems I send her. She takes care of it in a timely and professional manner. 


Customer Service Everyone I have contacted with issues is very helpful. Our CSR, Christi Pinkerton, is great at helping resolve problems and responding quickly when I 
need her assistance. 


Customer Service Dispute resolution / data gathering for MP's specific requests. 


Customer Service Don Martin is a wonderful resource. The folks at SPP are always so nice. A real joy to work with. Ryan Gay is excellent as well. Tony Alexander is very 
knowledgable. 


Customer Service Communications and keeping us inforned about situations that pertain to us. 


Customer Service Technical skill level and response time to inquiries and a requests for help. 


Customer Service If you know who talk to within SPP, you can get things resolved (e.g. Casey Cathey). Otherwise it is difficult to get a quick answer. 


Customer Service Tariff Administration desk is staffed with friendly, knowledgable and helpful people. SPP Staff is much more helpful in answering questions that other 
transmission providers, particularly those in the WECC. 


Customer Service Very friendly and always glad to help. 


Customer Service Willingness to help solve problems/common issues. 


Customer Service Willingness to work with members to work through issues. 


Customer Service Most people who work at SPP genuinely want to help answer questions. 


Customer Service Operators and support staff are eager and competent to help when asked. I feel confident that they are watching the system and staying one step 
ahead. 


Customer Service Staff works well with members 


Customer Service Contacts are friendly and willing to listen to issues. They typically will attempt to follow up if they don't immediately have an answer. 


Customer Service
My organization was closely and heavily involved in bringing the Nebraska entities into the SPP market earlier this year. As expected in a project of this 
scope, there were some snags and unforseen issues. When I was involved in working through these issues I received excellent service from the 
Customer Relations Specialists. I received prompt responses, updates and was very well served. The new ITP is an excellent concept. 
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Satisfied


Customer Service Pleasant staff. Responsive. Easy to work with. 


Customer Service The quick response I almost always get to questions in email or call in to SPP Staff. 


Customer Service Work very closely with customers to implement joining the market 


Customer Service Customer services 


Customer Service The staff is very knowledgeable, reasonable and understands the customer's needs and seeks to address them. 


Customer Service Staff is well informed and eager to help members with their needs. 


Customer Service I am satisfied with the reponse of the staff of SPP to answer questions and provide the training for the new memebers of SPP. The staff is 
knowledgable and easy to work with on the monthly settlments and billings. 


Customer Service
I am very satisfied with the response and participation I receive from SPP staff regarding their assistance with different operational initiatives, with 
questions about coordination in new and changing ways, and with sharing their expertise about the utility business. I also very much appreciate the 
participation of the staff with the eTariff initiatives. I appreciated the November 2009 workshop very much. 


Customer Service I am satisfied with the overall customer service mind set. When needing information and or help I have always experienced people being nice and 
making sure that my needs are met. 


Customer Service Friendly willing to learn about or organization. Very willing to help when asked 


Customer Service The quality of work, once completed, is solid. The people are very friendly and good to work with, and they seem to genuinely care about what they do 
(which makes our jobs easier). 


Customer Service Appreciated the on-site visit and fall settlements conference being held in KC. 


Customer Service ease of getting someone on the phone 


Customer Service SPP Inc. has very knowledgeable and helpful staff. 


Customer Service The professional manner with which the Reliability personnel interact with Operations at my company. 


Customer Service Have some good people working for them. 


Customer Service SPP staff always seems to be willing to help. 


Customer Service Quality of information exchange 


Customer Service SPP Staff are very knowledgable and try very hard to answer questions as well as help members solve problems. 
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Satisfied


Customer Service employees that I deal with are always very friendly and helpful 


Customer Service SPP staff is extremely responsive to our calls and questions. All staff and consultants working with the MWG on new market design are very 
knowledgeable, thorough, patient, and open to suggestions. 


Customer Service The EMS/SCADA personnel have been great to work with and very helpful. Tariff issues have been well supported by Pat Bourne. 


Customer Service Jason Tanner, Yasser, and Gene Jack are very good to work with. 


Customer Service Hard work of the staff to meet demands of the rapidly expanding scope of the RTO. 


Customer Service SPP staff gives timely response to questions. Friendly Helpful Knowledgeable staff 


Customer Service I've been pleased with the efforts to communicate to the members by the staff including listening. 


Customer Service Recently discovered an error with Recall requests and once I pointed it out to the billing department, they were helpfull in fixing the issue. 


Customer Service * Flexibility. * Front line personnel are very supportive and accomodating. 


Customer Service Answered our questions when asked in a friendly manner and were proactive in getting answers. 


Customer Service Working Relationships Communicative Flexibility during adverse operating conditions Prompt responses from customer service representatives 


Customer Service positive attitude to get everyone on same page 


Customer Service I have received good response time to my inquires to SPP. 


Customer Service SPP staff is easy to work with. 


Customer Service I believe that SPP does a good job in maintain trueshare, mod, and the SPP website. Also, I have had no problems getting ahold of someone at SPP. 


Customer Service Notifications of system maintenance. Timely responses to questions on trans,tags, or the market 


Customer Service SPP Staff is very helpful and responsive.  I give you TWO THUMBS UP.  


Customer Service Revenue is sent on time. Pleasant to work with 


Engineering Studies 1. The ability to minimize impacts from questionable interconnect applicants and customers due to the recent changes in the LGIP. 


Engineering Studies Interconnection study process is moving forward on a regular schedule and seems to be at a reasonable pace for study completions 
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Satisfied


Miscellaneous NERC/SPP Compliance group 


Miscellaneous Good website and notification of meeting material availability; easy to register for meetings 


Miscellaneous Generally good transparancy of efforts. 


Miscellaneous Coordination of utilities; Openness 


Multiple Categories Seems to be customer oriented. Great training programs. I like the memeber working group format. 


Multiple Categories Development of Integrated Planning Process; transparent processes; willingness to accept non-member stakeholder input; staff's willingness to work 
with IPPs; reformed generation queue process 


Multiple Categories The market, training. 


Multiple Categories Member input is encouraged. SPP staff are friendly and courteous. The existing EIS market is functional and brings us value. 


Multiple Categories Reliability Cordinator, Ops Engineer, Training 


Multiple Categories OASIS system is an imprvement, training department is improving for reliability operations, overall market performance has improved 


Multiple Categories Well versed in SPP operations. Good participant in subcommittee meetings because of ability to communicate SPP position and politeness to other 
participants. 


Multiple Categories Member ran, Customer orienated, Transmission additions look ahead, Working Groups. 


Multiple Categories The good communication of work being done; the planning process; the knowledgeable staff. 


Multiple Categories Thoroughness Promptness High Regard for Customers Needs Responsive Participant Driven Knowledgeable Cautious Excellent Training 
Opportunities 


Multiple Categories Visionary collaborative Leadership Responsive Competent knowledgeable 


Multiple Categories The willingness of SPP employees to actually listen and consider the opinions of the market participants. The relatively quick posting of the meeting 
minutes. 


Multiple Categories The taining that is offered by SPP for system operators is very good. I like working with the RCs and if I have a problem they are eager to lend a hand. 


Multiple Categories design of market. responsiveness to inquiries. 


Multiple Categories OASIS works well. Employees are generaly responsive to emails, phone calls, general inquiries. 


Multiple Categories Customer focus Member driven Involvement of the Board of Directors and their interaction with members 
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Satisfied


Multiple Categories SPP base services customer service. SPP's stakeholder processes are also very active. 


Multiple Categories good training courses for NERC certificate hours, most personel easy to work with 


Multiple Categories
SPP has an excellent program of Compliance Forums and webinars, and the RE Compliance Group has exhibited exceptional cooperation in helping 
where possible with our organizations compliance efforts. Meetings and Blackstart drills are well-organized, SPP personnel are accessible, and relevant 
topics are addressed by top-notch experts. 


Multiple Categories
1)Building the size of the SPP organization in terms of FTE talent required to perform the tasks at hand has as been well orchestrated. 2)Fledgling 
efforts to quantify benefits or costs of projects in studies on a $/mo impact to the "average" rate payer are helpful, but could be expressed as a per 1000 
kW amounts. 


Multiple Categories Much growth while maintaining the fundamental principles and corporate culture of the smaller organization. This is impressive. Excellent productivity 
and attitude, wanting to accomplish goals; accepting responsibility; teamwork. 


Multiple Categories Stakeholder process at the higher levels Customer service 


Multiple Categories stakeholder involvement, current cost controls, quick response by customer representatives, competent participation by SPP staff on committees. 


Operations A positve is that SPP is receptive to input from everyone and generally exhibits some flexibility in it's operating procedures. 


Operations Approval of tags 


Operations Joining OATI for transmission 


Operations The low-cost implementation of an effective energy imbalance market. The pending virtual consolidation of BA regulating needs through ACE diversity. 


Operations The thought of a starndardized market with regional dispatch of assets and regional control of the transmission grid is very good but SPP has not gone 
far enough/ 


Operations Reliability coordination, operations, and reserve sharing, EIS market. 


Operations Market is good 


Operations Easy to research and buy transmission that we need for tagging(through OATI WEBOASIS)Day ahead. 


Stakeholder Process Customer representation works well. The organization notes and documents are supplied adequately through the exploder lists and the web site. The 
SPP staff are friendly. The SPP goals are ambitious and forward-looking. 


Stakeholder Process In the past year, it seems like SPP is working harder to be more considerate of the various stakeholders. 


Stakeholder Process OTWG 


Stakeholder Process RTWG Minutes and Background getting out on time for some months(year) now. Thanks. 
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Satisfied


Stakeholder Process Member driven 


Stakeholder Process I think the consensus process has been good. I like the fact that members drive much of the policy and recommendations 


Stakeholder Process SPP staff is committed to its members and I believe they really want to be successful and for their members to be successful. 


Stakeholder Process Member driven. Open meetings and allow comments 


Stakeholder Process SPP is very good at organizing the various working groups and identifying the issues for stakeholders to debate. SPP is very good at consensus 
building with the Membership. 


Stakeholder Process it's willingness through the stakeholder process to seek consensus before embarking on challenging projects. Also, its willingness to attack a number of 
tough issues at the same time 


Stakeholder Process Generally (though not always) Stakeholder driven. 


Stakeholder Process Looking to members for involvement. Independent Board's desire to push through standard utility bureaucracy in an attempt to advance issues. 
Interaction between RSC, Board and various member committees. 


Stakeholder Process Stakeholder participation 


Stakeholder Process Stakeholder process is honored and while it certainly impedes speed of process, it does provide better answers in the end (as a rule). 


Stakeholder Process The SPP organization has continued to take into account stakeholder input and does not appear to be driven or controled by any certain stakeholder 
classification. Staff is responsive to customer problems and issues. 


Stakeholder Process I see the outreach of SPP to all members and stakeholders a benefit that I appreciate because as the industry moves in a new direction, all players 
need to move in the same direction. 


Stakeholder Process Excellent staff. Meetings are open and stakeholders are allowed to speak during the discussion of issues, whether or not they are on the board or 
members committee. 


Stakeholder Process It is a stake holder process where opinion's can be openly stated and debated. 


Stakeholder Process I enjoyed the free flow of ideas and the invitation to participate in the process to develop a zero sequence impedance model for SPP. 


Stakeholder Process I think SPP does a good job of incorporating input and results in being an organization that is led by it's members. 


Stakeholder Process
Overall, I am highly satisfied with SPP and its ongoing development and its ability to fairly represent the interests of a diverse membership. The 
committee structure and the relationship with the Board provides an appropriate structure for effective participation for all stakeholders. The committee 
structure and key staff involvement provides a wealth of technical skills supportive of assessing the many issues and opportunities facing SPP. 


Stakeholder Process SPP doesn't just talk the talk about being member driven, you really walk the walk. 


Stakeholder Process Meetings with web access are convenient. 
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Satisfied


Stakeholder Process My company has input into the 'process'. Throught the committee structure we can voice our concerns and have a chance to influence change. 


Stakeholder Process The open stakeholder process. 


Stakeholder Process Generally, SPP members and staff have the best of intentions and attempt to work together collaboratively for the benefit of the region. 


Stakeholder Process member driven attempts to seek and consider differing viewpoints 


Stakeholder Process 1. Meeting facilitation 2. Support for member and working group initiatives 3. Member driven and consensus based - often more time consuming and 
difficult, but better results 


Stakeholder Process The effort of SPP to include members in the development, decision and rulemaking process. I like to think SPP is improving on area of dissatisfaction 
listed below. 


Stakeholder Process/Org Groups My experience with SPP is limited to the CIPWG and an occasional MOPC meeting, but meetings are generally well run and provide adequate 
opportunity for discussion and hearing dissenting views. SPP Staff are generally very responsive to my requests for assistance. 


Strategy 1. Lean, efficient 2. Focused on how end results serve the public as well as the membership 3. Open minded; willing to break from business as usual if 
there is a clear benefit to the public (don't take this lightly, SPP has an edge here). 


Strategy
The process is inclusive and works hard to include the view of all the stakeholders. I believe that the planning processes (old & new) is pushing the 
region forward and developing plans to expand the transmission system. The current market and current development on the next day market are 
positive. 


Strategy I like the direction you are going. Trying hard to take care of all the members. 


Training Training (I'm NERC certified). 


Training
I'm extremely happy with the SPP Training Department. The initial training that was given/delivered to me for NPPD Operations was of great value. 
Your folks at SPP were gracious and congenial to us "newbies" at NPPD. We enjoy the Reliability folks at Maumel, as I stated earlier, we are new to the 
Market, but we are growing into ourselves and are learning the Market and enjoying it as well. We are very Satisfied with the SPP. 


Training All the training and training help that I've received from SPP has been excellant. Staff is knowledgable and experienced and everything is first class. 


Training I am satisfied with the NERC training. SPP is easy to work with for the most part. 


Training I believe SPP has done a very good job in providing training for Transmission Operators. 


Training My primary interface with SPP is through its training. They do an excellent job. 


Training OTWG Train the trainer. just well satisified with all SPP training 


Training Training offered to members 
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Satisfied


Training Training 


Training Operator training, drills and exercises 


Training The training opportunities. 


Training Proven training drills that work well with the simulator. 


Transmission Planning Transmission Regional Planning and Cost allocation for High Voltage Transmission 


Transmission Planning Willingness to consider adding new transmission to the system. 


Transmission Planning Transmission Expansion Planning Process STEP Planning Summit 


Transmission Planning


SPP Spring and Fall Summits are well organized, informative and beneficial to Stakeholders. SPP management and staff are receptive and responsive 
to Stakeholder comments. SPP staff are striving to improve processes, however, generation interconnection queues, aggregate transmission service 
studies and queues are growing faster than SPP ability to respond with timely and certain results for generation owner/developer decision making 
involving tens of millions of dollars in long-lived capital asset decisions. With that said, the situation is improving and SPP executive management is 
working to be responsive to the foregoing concerns. Examples of this is the EHV Overlay study, inter-regional coordination and proactive transmission 
infrastructure planning. 
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Accuracy Do not correct current problems before going on and starting something elce. Need to get current people and programs ironed out and then focus on something elce. 


Accuracy The models frequently have errors in them. I don't know how this comes about but I suspect that if there was more quality assurance going on, they would happen less 
frequently. 


Accuracy
Number of errors. Some are due to data provided by other members which you have no control. The errors caused by SPP are still too many. There appears to be a constant 
state of confusion at SPP. Frequently one group from SPP does not know what the other groups are doing. I suspect this is due to the constant growth of SPP and the 
inexperience of its new staff. 


Accuracy errors made by SPP personnel 


Accuracy At times the positives listed above are also negatives as it seems to take SPP too long to make decisions and staff will give you inconsistent responses. 


Accuracy 1. Failure of engineering staff to understand FERC filings 2. failure of SPP staff to follow due process in their work 3. Failure of SPP staff to use commonly available tools rather 
than software that not all members have. 4. SPP's general failure to perform quality work and instead concentrate on quantity instead of quality 


Customer Service Occasional poor follow-up from Staff members to requests/correspondence from Members. Responses are often very late, and sometimes incomplete. 


Customer Service Previously, when asking SPP staff questions responses were provided very quickly. However, recently, response times are terrible, and I attribute that to an overloaded staff 
that has way too much on their plates. 


Customer Service Sometimes it's hard to get in touch with people by phone or email. 


Customer Service Sometimes slow to respond - probably just spread too thin in places. I have the same problem in my department too. 


Customer Service From an operations standpoint I've found some personal to be condensending at times and wanting me to know they are in charge. Not willing to listen and try to understand my 
situation or position. Most of the time just 1 particular individual that I feel is problematic and enjoys their power. 


Customer Service Response time is sometimes "non-existent". 


Customer Service At times it is difficult to contact engineer staff and to get a return call. At times action on outage requests are not looked at in a timely manor. 


Customer Service The process is slow and at times pain taking. Response times need to be increased by staff to studies and request. SPP many times is not available. 


Customer Service Some issues remain un-resolved for significant lengths of time. There seems to be a lack of urgency. 


Customer Service Have had difficulty obtaining historical documentation when needed. 


Customer Service We have experienced frustration regarding some of the answers to questions asked of SPP staff. Staff was not on the same page and answers differed depending on who you 
are conversing with or as time passed answers changed. 


Customer Service Responsiveness of staff regarding customer issues. 


Customer Service * Account management folks are not timely in responses and at times have not responded. * SPP supervision and management cannot seem to respond without other member 
imput. And generally provide last minute responses that back members into the corner (due to untimely responses). 
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Customer Service at times concerns don't seem to be answered promptly 


Engineering Studies 1. Inability to provide options when non-typical scenarios arise(point of interconnect location access). 2. Inability to answer questions that arise due to the current changes in the 
interconnection process. 3. Lack flexibility in working with Interconnect customers when dealing with proposed, non-existing transmission lines. (costs and timing) 


Engineering Studies The aggregate study process. 


Engineering Studies


1. Many SPP personnel are unable to perform system studies in a logical manner. It appears that many personnel do not have the knowledge or experience to read and 
interpret what the load flow is telling them. These personnel simply rely on what the computer tells them. 2. There have been too many "mandated projects" proposed by SPP 
personnel that are not needed nor are the areas mandated even exist. 3. Allowed work to be performed on the transmission system which led to system interruption(s). This 
coincides with point #1. 


Engineering Studies TSR aggregate study process is still too long and uncertain with restudies. Responsiveness to questions or issues can be a bit long at times but seems to be getting better. 


Engineering Studies
The studies SPP completes are not all located in the same place.   Many are together, with the aggregate studies and interconnection studies, but there are completed studies 
not listed and one has to use your search engine to find and sometimes I just have to ask for guidance.   When I do ask, SPP is very prompt in providing the needed 
information.   The EHV Overlay studies take some work to find too, but at least I can find them. 


Engineering Studies Time it takes to approve TSR requests. 


IT


It frequently takes a very long time to get things accomplished from an IT/Technical perspective. I know the people we work with are competent in what they are doing, so I am 
led to believe there is just not enough IT staff to handle the incoming questions and problems as they arise. We had one issue that took almost 6 months to complete, and it 
wasn't a difficult task. As these markets become more technical in nature with more IT related items, it is going to be imperative IT staff is increased. I also think some more 
formal Project Management practices should be implemented across the major operational projects that involve IT. To be clear, the people we work with are good at what they 
do, there just doesn't seem to be enough time in the day for them to get to everything. 


IT Software changes at a dizzying rate 


Miscellaneous There could be more help with compliance issues and understanding the NERC Standards. 


Miscellaneous SPP can be slow at carrying out committments. 


Miscellaneous Organization seems to be top-driven at times. 


Miscellaneous Location of SPP offices. 


Miscellaneous Length of time it will take to actually build new transmission. 


Miscellaneous Transmission group 


Miscellaneous Independent Decisive 


Miscellaneous ICT Contract service customer service is less than impressive 


Miscellaneous Changes to our ability to access modeling information without appropriate explanation 


Miscellaneous Poor Project management and planning on the new xml settlement system. 
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Miscellaneous The 2 hour phone training could be longer. Perhaps 4 hours instead of 2. 


Miscellaneous
For revenue sharing, it isn't easy to get information regarding how transmission revenues are allocated and when/how SPP makes those decisions. For instance, I have been 
trying to track down why SPS receives ~17% of SPS-Eddy revenues for a data request for more than a week. Some folks are trying to be helpful, but I have been passed 
around like a hot potato. 


Multiple Categories   
(AFC, SPP.org, tariff)


The tariff is ambigious in too many places. The writing is not clear and it is too hard to follow. The www.spp.org site does not allow for adequate searching. The scenario 
analyzer on the oasis will sometime give "fail" results but when you check it using the results evaluation tool you do not see the actual AFC results. This was a choice made by 
SPP staff and not a logical one. Sometimes I have to repeat requests for information as I've received no response. 


Multiple Categories 
(budget, accuracy, 
customer service)


1. The failure to provide timely, correct and specific information, example accounting information -detail information is difficult to obtain. 2. Information for market rate filing of 
SPP members, although SPP is not required to provide it is the nature source of the information -slow to provide, information incomplete and so it seem now incorrect. 3. In 
trying to prepare a budget for transmission services, base plan and balance portfolio impacts, the Budgeting information provided by SPP does not make logical sense 
compared with construction timelines. 4. Most dissatisfied by not recieving the level of service that we as utilities are expected to provide, with growing expenses of SPP it 
causes one to pause. 5. Little Rock........why, how about a business center. 6. Capital expenditures at SPP -what kind of controls are in place, if a capital project such as the 
computer center in 6 months, which is what I assume when ones goes to the Board for additional monies, happen at my company.....heads would roll. 


Multiple Categories 
(budget, stakeholder 
process)


Too little oversight of spending. The legal bills are outrageous. Also, reports to the MOPC are not well prepared or vetted. This lack of quality leads to endless arguments that 
are totally NOT about the issues at hand. Finally, if the BOD wants to provide direction, it better get more involved with the stakeholder committtees. 


Multiple Categories 
(budget, studies) lack of anticipated costs by market participant/budgets, current response time regarding long-term transmission reservation evaluations 


Multiple Categories 
(budget, transmission 
planning, new markets)


I have major concerns about the rapid expansion in staffing and the amount of debt the SPP is amassing. After many years, we have still not built any major transmission. I am 
concerned about starting the next phases of the markets without significant new transmission having been built. 


Multiple Categories 
(customer service, 
stakeholder process, legal)


I have heard some of our company representatives complain about the lack of prompt SPP replies to to requests, questions and issues, the haste with which SPP pursues 
certain initiatives without providing adequate time for Member review and input, and that outside FERC counsel appears to have too much influence and control over SPP 
decisions and positions taken at FERC. 


Multiple Categories 
(customer service, studies)


Transmission access remains limited, too many TLR's. Difficult to get answers to questions. Transmission service for new customers is difficult to obtain. Calls or emails 
sometimes go unanswered by SPP staff. 


Multiple Categories 
(market, studies)


SPP appears to have limited resources which causes lengthy delays and missed deadlines concerning interconnect agreements. More public information should be available on 
how pricing nodes are calculated in a thin market environment. 


Multiple Categories 
(stakeholder process, 
budget)


SPP BOD from time to time gives the apperance of having an agenda of their own and may put pressure on staff to accomplish it. SPP needs to watch their budget as all of the 
stakeholders are having to make cuts and hold their budgets or decrease them. 


Multiple Categories 
(stakeholder process, 
training, customer service, 
studies)


1)The "stakeholder" process should be more clearly defined with respect to those stakeholders whose ratepayers will have to pay for system improvements versus stakeholders 
that will benefit from system improvements at the expense of someone else. Lobbiests who are neither TOs or TDUs should be excluded from some deliberations/decisions to 
the extent possible. 2) With respect to assimilation of additional renewable energy, will B/C studies ever model "pseudo sinks" outside the borders of the SPP region? 3) The 
training opportunities at SPP should offer a few on-site in Little Rock courses for new state regulatory staff (not just commissioners)...Something similar to NARUC courses. 4) I 
do not appreciate SPP staff responses in meetings that express the idea that "we will look into that" without ever following-up with every participant in the meeting. 
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Multiple Categories 
(stakeholder process, 
Transmission Planning)


Their needs to be complete transparency of the voting process by members. Cost allocations need to be shared throughout the SPP for more projects if renewable energy is to 
reach its potential. 


Multiple Categories 
(transmission planning, 
budget)


The priority projects process and some of the other regional benefit/cost efforts seem to strain credibility in their assumptions and methods. Regional transmission cost 
allocation is a problem for every RTO, including SPP. So by indicating dissatisfaction with this aspect, it is not limited to SPP. In fact SPP's performance, while still not sufficient 
to get closure on regional cost allocation, is better than some other regions. Was surprised and disappointed that the expanded control center costs appeared so late in the 
budget process - big dollar impacts in the last minute. Would have preferred a more careful and public plan. 


Multiple Categories 
(transmission planning, 
budget)


Transmission planning process Transmission queues / duration request take to be acted upon. Member's comments that we need to build transmission yet they throw 
roadblocks up whenever build options are discussed. Lack of overall plan being released to members on new building, that includes incentives/concessions being given by local 
and state organizations, such as tax breaks, local incentive packages. 


Mutliple Categories 
(staffing, market design, 
new facility)


Staffing level could be a little thin as there needs to be better coordination on projects between/with SPP staff. We need to work on education of stakeholders and staff about 
market design issues. Would like to hear more about strategic direction and plans. Disappointed that we did not hear much about economic incentives around the new 
operations center or evaluations of the alternatives. 


Mutliple Categories 
(strategy, accuracy, 
customer service, 
stakeholder process, 
studies)


-SPP lacks strategic direction and is constantly changing course with limited support from the membership. -SPP management has created a “culture of panic” with regards to 
new initiatives that is not being driven by the membership. -SPP engineering staff on average is grossly inexperienced. The inexperienced SPP engineering staff seems to be 
constantly pulled to support new initiatives and changing processes without becoming experts on any single transmission planning process. -SPP staff is unresponsive to simple 
data requests and follow-up questions. SPP members are constantly being bombarded with requests for information, but questions to SPP staff from the members are not 
treated with the same level of urgency. -SPP maintains that it has a culture of openness which invites stakeholder feedback, but there is little evidence stakeholder feedback is 
implemented or taken to heart. -Many of the SPP planning processes are set up to fail and need further refinement. Generation Interconnection and Aggregate Delivery Studies 
are two processes that have major issues and there does not seem to be any momentum to addressing these issues in the short term. 


None None that I can think of. 


None None! 


None None 
None None 
None None at this time. 
None N/A 


None I'm not sure. 


None None 
None None 


None None 
None None that I can recall 


None I can't really think of any major characteristics with which I am dissatisfied. 


Operations It appears to me that there is very little communication of member data updates between the SPP EMS group and the SPP real-time engineers. This is frustrating and causes 
extra work. 


Operations
1) PRR181 - There were conflicting interpretation within SPP on how the tool was designed, the initial test scripts were wrong, user interfaces to test were not well planned (dev 
site needed certificates and then tags needed to be clicked off on in 2 different places - users not told this prior to testing) There were performance issues in testing - not 
surprised to see them in production. 2) Modifying of RSS containers initially had zero stackholder input. 3) SPP Portal is not user friendly 


Operations I would like to be able to get the LIP prices from buses in our service territory. It would help in our planning efforts. 
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Operations I'm not sure the word "DISSATISFIED" is the proper word, we have some issues regarding the Market. We have been dinged with some pricing issues, but the SPP is looking 
into ways to accomodate these issues. 


Operations EI response to the real world cannot be classified as a real time response. Market is too slow and creates reliability problems. There is a lack of consistency in enforcing market 
rules. Exceptions to the rule are not prohibited but a uniform enforcement of policy would be nice. 


Operations The SPP market is too "Physical" in nature. Mixing a realtime market and physical bilateral transactions is inefficient at best. Physical TLRs are hindering the market. SPP 
needs to move to a fully financial Day Ahead and Real Time (DA & RT) market like PJM or MISO. 


Operations


OPS1 is archaic and needs to be updated. It is incapable of accepting information required to meet NERC reliabilty standards. Lack of real-time communications tool for use 
between operators. We were used to having a very simple useful tool in the MCN to communicate between members and between members and the RC. That is missing in 
SPP. Inability to get a correct RTOSS NSI. We have been fighting since June 1, 2009 to get a correct signal and still are not getting the correct schedule. Probably an OATI 
issue, but we get the value from SPP. Getting different answers from different people when you ask a question. 


Operations OPS1 is outdated, should have the ability to copy inot the various reports. At times we get calls from market operators that do not seem to fully understand the market. There is 
a need for more Market operations training. 


Operations OPS1 needs to have more functionality. Need to have capability to link facilities for bus outages. Capability to submit Hot line work and RTU outages would be desirable. 


Operations I and many others within my organization would like to see ATC postings. That would greatly simplify bilateral trading. It is too time consuming running multiple scenarios 
through the AFC analyzer to find available paths. Entergy has a very user-friendly ATC postings site that could be a model for SPP. 


Operations CAT Curtailments 


Operations Congestion issues, Volatile prices (VRL), RNU costs, Model Errors concerning Day 2 Market,Risk of MP based on Market signals, lack of available Transmission. This all sums 
up to there is not enough Transmission which SPP and its Members are trying to address. 


Operations


I am not Satisfied with the SPP portal!!! 1, not user friendley 2, Slow 3, the views are very small 4, ancillary views are hard to see. I am also not satisfied with SPP information 
view of my BA. I would like to see the same views that SPP market ops has of my BA. When talking to the market ops they are see us diffent than we se ourselves and that 
makes it hard to communicate when trouble shooting issues. It would be nice for SPP to show us they type of information and screen views so we can create the same, to help 
communication. 


Operations THE OPS one program needs updated. I am also concerned with some of the NERC requirments with 3 part comunications that operation folks at SPP don't seem to keen on 
using. 


Operations


IDC Calculator should be modified for certain unique situations. SPP might need to re-evaluate their IDC calculator process to make sure all generation applicable is included. If 
one scan is done early in the morning, and a generator comes on-line after the scan it can be missed when NNL factors are distributed. Before a TLR is called or an NNL given 
there needs to be some controls in place to pick up generators that come online after the IDC makes its scan. Double checking generators within cthe geographical area in 
which a TLR is about to be called could improve the IDC Calculator. When SPP makes a request to a company they take the company's representative at their word which is a 
good thing. The problem is that the company's rep might be misinformed, and that innaccurate answer becomes "fact". If something does not make sense, then SPP needs to 
ask more questions and find the right people to talk to at each company. This will take more time, but can be critical to reliability in certain situations. 


Operations


EIS is after the fact, which does not help emergency situations, and lots of times contributes to over recovery by giving a lot of EIS once the disturbance is over, thus sending 
the ACE very high. The SPP Portal is very clunky and unfriendly to users. Having the page refresh with every sort option change is unnecessary, why not allow all the sort 
options to be selected first and then refresh the sort. By not having control of ACE, SPP sometimes sends basepoints to units that will actually worsen ACE control. This 
happens if SPP has incorrect/ different schedules, forecasts, etc... then the BA. SPP needs a real operational and market plan and model for wind units. 
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Operations


1) SWPP continues to be the slowest transmission operator among all providers. All other providers are capable of acting on a request within a minute and SWPP has 
numerous times taken up to 15-20 minutes for a 1 hour request. 2) Costs. There used to be discounts with NF transmission and those are no longer available. My thoughts are 
that if the prices were lower, more transmission would be bought, therefore increasing transmission revenues for SWPP and it's owners. 3) Tarrifs associated with the Ercot DC 
ties. Not only is price to expensive, but the Right of First Refusal only seems like a way of marketing transmission. Just b/c I am the first to buy a trans, I shouldn't be penalized 
b/c someone came out with a longer duration after me. 


Operations consistancy in interpreting the market rules 


Regional Entity Personnel transfers between the RTO and the RE have caused some concern about objectivity in CIP Audits. 


Regional Entity


The SPP Inc. and SPP RE must make it a priority to better separate their functions. The two organizations should not share the same name, should not share staff, should not 
share policies (i.e. the SPP Criteria) and should not share work (i.e. regional standard development and planning studies). With SPP Inc expanding into the MRO and SERC RE 
regions it may be setting its membership up for noncompliance penalties. In even simple things like this survey, it is not clear if we are to be expressing our satisfaction with SPP 
Inc, SPP RE or both. 


Regulatory Tariff - not very friendly to formula rev req companies - shouldn't need to make FERC filing for each formula rev req update - should just post like MISO does - would need tariff 
change but would expedite stakeholder review protocols 


Regulatory Excessive amount of time spent redrafting tariff language, by non-lawyers who return to previously settled issues. In-house lawyers need to be more assertive about making 
language work properly from the start. 


Regulatory Slow, unresponsive and unbalanced application of tariff 


SPP.org I wish you would put your employee directory back on your website. 


SPP.org I miss the telephone directory on the website. 


SPP.org It is sometimes difficult to find information on the website. I would prefer a link on the front page to the latest tariff filing in effect, for example. This is something that members 
look at every week or so, but you have to dig for it and it takes awhile for the site to load just to access the tariff. This seems like something there could be a direct link too. 


SPP.org The SPP website was initially a little hard to navigate in finding compliance documents. I now have a minimal amount of trouble finding necessary documents, but am 
sometimes unsure what the latest version or type of document or process addresses a particular compliance issue. 


Staffing Sometimes appears too lean on staff resulting in dedicated employees working to the limit to pick up the slack...on occassion foregoing significant opportunities that would serve 
the public. 


Staffing Lack of staff in the settlements, regulatory and engineering areas, which impedes responsiveness of the organization to member needs and results in lower quality work 
product. 


Staffing SPP's member relationship is at great risk of erosion as it gets bigger (staff wise). I have also noticed an increase in organizational arrogance. 


Stakeholder Process The SPC is so far removed from reality that they simply do not comprehend the scale of problems involved with trying to cram ITP down everyone's throat. 


Stakeholder Process Decisions take to long 


Stakeholder Process While having a consensus approach in evaluating how it should move forward on various initiatives, SPP has become too diverse to continue with this model to be effective. 
That does not mean it should go to the MISO extereme and not listen to members at all, but it does need to be willing to move forward without having a unanimous vote. 
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Stakeholder Process Process is too slow to implement changes Not flexible in non-routine situations, example would be minor system changes get hung up in processes designed for more 
significant impacts. 


Stakeholder Process Sometimes the stakeholder process takes too long and progress is impeded. In turn, I am starting to see a "my organization focus" rather than a view toward what is best for the 
organization and all of its members. 


Stakeholder Process Appears to me through the various cost allocation processes that Staff is taking sides as opposed to performing per the consensus of the membership. Realize that consensus 
is particularly difficult to achieve. 


Stakeholder Process
We thought SPP was a member driven organization. It has become apparent that the BOD, Strategic Planning Committee, and SPP Staff make recommendations and approve 
motions without going through the member process. This is an extremely bad precedent going forward. The members (MOPC) passed a study motion which I am sure will never 
be done and if they do it, it won't be done right. 


Stakeholder Process Spend too much time trying to satisfy all stakeholders rather than driving to a point where we can reach consensus. 


Stakeholder Process Political influence in analysis and decision making seems to be displacing objective evaluation based on experience and mission. 


Stakeholder Process Daily communication processes; Understanding of working group functions and time schedules/deadlines 


Stakeholder Process Lengthy Meetings (but necessary) 


Stakeholder Process Though understandable, getting background materials out in advance is an ongoing battle for many working groups. 


Stakeholder Process The input from stakeholder entities often seem discounted by the SPP Board. 


Stakeholder Process The very thing that makes the SPP strong, being member driven, tends to make the decision process slow. 


Stakeholder Process The good aspects of the SPP process are also some of the things that lead to dissatification, due to the slowness of the process. There is also significant activity which can be a 
burden for the smaller members such as Sunflower. 


Strategy
Sometimes schedules seem to drive decisions, rather than results. Two examples are the new market development, and the priority projects. In both cases it is clear that the 
arbitrary time constraints were unattainable. In the case of the priority projects I believe that the 6 month timeline contributed to insufficiently detailed study and the lack of 
acceptance of the results. 


Strategy
SPP Staff needs work on facilitating membership consensus on difficult issues or changing perspectives that are not benefiting the region and are the result of stagnant thinking. 
I have also noticed a tendency this year for certain staff members to consider their personal interests ("too much work" for example) rather than whether something is the right 
thing to do when they are asked for their opinions or support on a particular topic. 


Strategy


1. Organizationally, greater attention should be given by SPP leadership to achieving improved process effectiveness- through a concerted, focused leadership initiative. 2. 
While the SPP structure provides for full participation by all stakeholders, limitations do affect smaller members. Consideration should be given to finding ways to compensate 
for this potential process shortfall- through improved communications, etc. 3. Longer range financial planning (multi-year) should be undertaken with objectives established to 
emphasize SPP's commitment to achieving high levels of cost effectiveness. 


Strategy


Some of the policy issues appear to be shared among multiple working groups and committees. Unfortunately the Policy Committee was rejected by the Membership. However 
SPP needs to collect the policy issues from the different committees and working group and organize them better for the Membership, the Board, and SPP Management Team. 
SPP does probably too many studies at the requests of members. To manage cost and resources, SPP may wish to consider tell the Membership that the effort on some of the 
studies requested will at the sacrifice that other efforts SPP is engaged. Prioritize resources for the most important efforts. 
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Strategy


There is no strategic direction for SPP. SPP is constantly reacting to external pressures in a knee jerk manner without consideration for long term impacts to members and cost 
of service. SPP is not responsive to our questions, concerns and issues regarding their existing and new self sponsored initiatives. SPP has developed its own agenda that is 
not in the best interests of its members, nor is it supported by a majority of its members. SPP Staff needs to be allowed to develop expertise in each of the SPP processes 
before moving to the next process. 


Strategy They appear to be unaware of the economy around them. Sometimes we have to back off some of our plans for the good of the total organization. 


Strategy


Not fully dissatisfied, but noting that it's time to consider an adjustment in approach, to assure mid-term and long-term goals are achieved in a relatively coherent way; time to 
evolve from ad hoc "project" toward on-going "enterprise" approach. May require much more directive approach to untangle conflicting constituent issues, which will require 
more use of skilled neutrals to aid problem-solving througout the processes, since the culture of SPP staff is embedded in neutrality, in following stakeholders' lead instead of 
leading. Now that we are getting to the discussion of real money, things will become much more contentious and will require deeper, on-going faciitation beginning with the 
working groups and task forces, on up. 


Strategy


There is way too much stuff going on right now and things are moving way too fast (e.g. ITP process, Priority Projects, Highway/Byway). There is no critical need to move at this 
pace. The high level SPP committees that arbitrarily set need dates for major studies apparently don't understand the amount of workload needed to complete all of these tasks 
simultaneously. It appears SPP is trying to do way too much and as a result the quality of the work output is significantly suffering (this was very obvious in the Priority Projects 
analysis). 


Transmission Planning The move to a socialization of transmission costs with little regard to their benefits. The push toward wind resources with little regard to the costs of building the transmission to 
support it. SPP staff appear to be overwhelmed by all the requests made of them. The staff appear to be working very hard, but the demands on them appear to great. 


Transmission Planning Most recently I believe political expediency won out over careful planning and study with the process surrounding the priority projects selection. Evolution will give way to 
revolution if we don't stay with the proven course that has helped us become a good model of how RTOs are supposed to work. 


Transmission Planning Nothwithstanding my comment above, the Priority Project process has been problematic. This is likely due to the short time frame that staff had to respond to the directives of 
the Board. 


Transmission Planning The local area meeetings don't seem very productive. 


Transmission Planning We (SPP and members) haven't figured out a way to get transmission built so that the sale of transmission capacity is unencumbered. 


Transmission Planning Complex and ever-changing OATT. Understanding transmission infrastructure cost allocations and certainty of transmission infratructure cost allocation related to new 
generation interconnection and transmission service required for prudent generation expansion decision making. 


Transmission Planning
I am concerned that a significant amount of new transmission construction is being proposed without adequate planning analysis. I believe SPP Staff is being asked to perform 
too much work in too little time, resulting in less than satisfactory work product. There is too much of a "just in time" mentality. I realize that seems to be prevalent in the industry 
as a whole. 


Transmission Planning


During the Priority Project meetings some stakeholders were poking holes or claiming errors at what SPP had done and SPP staff did not defend themselves to fully explain 
what they had done to support their work efforts.  In particular at the MOPC meeting in Tulsa.   SPP may have just felt it was not going to change any negative perceptions, 
since comments were coming from folks opposing the PP, and I can understand that but it appeared some persons believed the negative comments were true.  I personally 
believe SPP did an excellent job in completing the PP report and keeping all stakeholders that wanted to participate informed and SPP did listen to comments and suggestions. 
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Other


Customer Service Generally the SPP staff are very personable and more customer focused than other markets that I haver participated in such as MISO. I have enjoyed my interaction with SPP. 


Customer Service When you do find staff that can answer your question, they do seem willing to help. 


Customer Service I have only been working with the RC's for a few months but I find them very professional,friendly and helpful. They were trying to learn our system and were very open to 
communication. Awesome group of guys. 


Customer Service Need more communication to the operating staff about what changes are coming and what changes have been made. 


Customer Service Good people to work with...very responsive. 


Customer Service Richard Dillon, Emily Davis, Lanny Nickell, Casey Cathey, Jarrett Friddle, Scott Staples always go out of their way to assist us. 


Customer Service SPP should hold all of its services including any current and future contract services to the high level of customer service that it does for its base. 


Customer Service I do not have the opportunity to work with every member of the SPP staff, but among those whom I do have contact, I particularly appreciate the responsiveness and expertise of 
Dillahunty, Bourne, Tynes, Pruitt, and Cates. 


General I've relatively new. I've only been working with the pool for about two months. 


General (Positive) On balance, SPP is a well run organization. 


General (Positive) NPPD is glad to be a Member of the SPP Organization. Shannon Bolan. 


General (Positive) It's been a good experience working with SPP. 


General Still a learning process. 


General
Overall I am highly satisfied with the hard work, diligence, and dedication of SPP's employees. Management needs to take a more proactive role in areas that are vulnerable to 
reliability issues. I think some of the processes need modifications. Things have been improving on a yearly basis, and I hope that continues. I am very hopeful working together 
with SPP will provide improved reliability for the future. 


General (Positive) Overall very pleased with SPP as a customer oriented entity. 


General (Positive) So far I have greatly appreciated the organization. 


General (Positive) I am generally satisfied with the performance of the SPP staff. 


General (Positive) Is a good organization and good to work with. 


General (Positive) Overall a positive experience. The transition project was very professionally handled. 


General (Positive) The overall experience has been positive for me. I am still learning how the market works. SPP does allow me to state my issues and concerns and do listen. I do appriecate that. 


General (Positive) Over all I am thrilled that my company went the direction that they did and joined SPP. The operations folks have been great to work with, and seem to share some of the same 
values as we do. 
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Other


General (Positive) Overall, I think SPP truly cares about their mission, their members, and ultimately our ratepayers. Everyone I have dealt with is curteous and caring about our issues. 


General (Positive) I do not hear many negative comments about SPP like I have other RTO's from other areas of company. Company representatives present a very positive view of the SPP 
organization through discussions and comments. 


General (Positive) SPP for the most part is made up of a great bunch of people. 


General (Positive) Overall my interactions with SPP have all been positive. 


General (Positive) LES has only been with SPP for short time and I, at least, am happy with the partnership. 


General (Positive) overall a good experience.....wouldn't mind being an employee there. 


General (Positive) Overall, high marks. 


General (Positive) Culture appears to be good and improving 


Miscellaneous I like the idea of having a data warehouse that would allow MP's to query specific data on an ad hoc basis. 


Miscellaneous Thank you for asking. This is a good process and hopefully improvements will be made as a result. I can only assume that is true since the alternative would be a waste of 
everyone's time. 


Miscellaneous
I attended the October board meeting and appreciated the metrics report. While I agree that this report is probably not something everyone needs to sit through, I do like reading it 
later. Nonetheless I do think there should be a feedback mechanism to ask about the report and would also suggest imbedded links (where it is public information) that could lead 
the reader back to SPP studies, reports, etc. where the background data or supporting information originates. 


Miscellaneous Room for improvement in above mentioned area. 


Miscellaneous SPP's ability to write a satisfaction survey that has 2 questions that identify me, 2 questions about how good a job you are doing and only 1 question about problem areas. Hint, 
the areas that are satisfactory are not the areas that need attention. Surveys should be detailed enough to find the problem areas so that we can all do a better job. 


Miscellaneous SPP needs to update criteria and get NERC standard or regional standards out of the criteria and into regional reliability standards. Overall a good group of people to work with. 


Miscellaneous Please attend more NAESB meetings. 


Miscellaneous During the last couple of years, constant process revision has been an apparent barrier to beneficial progress. 


Miscellaneous My experience with SPP is limited to SPP in the West Texas area and Entergy's ICT at SPP. Both of these situations are very challenging for SPP staff and SPP customers. 


Miscellaneous I believe SPP is making every effort to the extent they are allowed to aid the entities in their compliance programs and to prepare for NERC audits. 


Miscellaneous SPP did a great job presenting "the transmission story" to the state commissions. 


Miscellaneous Were any other locations being considered besides Arkansas for the New SPP Operations Center? Many states are alloting tax incentives for new business - was this even 
evaluated? 
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Miscellaneous SPP staff works as a team with our staff to resolve operational, communications, and software application issues. 


Multiple Categories 
(stakeholder process, 
staffing)


The lack of specificity when reporting on issues, lots of times answer is highly washed. Result is lack of trust that members received actual issue that caused problem. Lack of 
coordination between staff secretaries for the various working groups. Some very good people work in this organization, but am grealy concerned about the impact the significant 
growth initiative and how that will impact the culture and work ethic of the SPP staff. 


Multiple Categories 
(regulatory, settlements)


Communication between Settlements and Regulatory could be improved. Regulatory is late filing things with FERC many times. More timely response from Settlements and 
Regulatory would be great. 


Multiple Categories  
(training, operations)


Would like to see more emergency training and better communication in our operations, training and keeping us up todate. Every year, SPP getting better and better, keep up the 
excellant work. 


None n/a 


None None at this time. 


None None 


None I pretty much said it all above. 


Operations I order transmission from SPP and tag power within SPP. No issues on that regard. 


Operations
Our trading organization seves utilites in both MISO and SPP. MISO offers much better control over supplying load and selling generation into the market. In addition, MISO 
enables it members to be able to hedge load against up side price rish and to hedge generation from low side price risk with its high liquidiy in products and counterparties due to 
its financial nature. SPP lacks this and must move to this type of market if it turly wants to serve all its members properly. 


Operations I always feel like Operators are more than willing to assist. 


Stakeholder Process Some things go to MOPC before any of the Working Groups even get a chance to look at it. Only later does SPP Staff come back to the WGs who have to make it work. It is like 
they are shopping around a solution in need of a problem. 


Stakeholder Process
The SPC has suddenly taken on a micro-management role beyond its original intent, particularly since it is representative of only a small segment of the stakeholders. Additionally, 
the Board members at time seem to lose sight of serving the membership and the customers of the membership; in other words, the Board is sometimes too independent and 
does not pay attention to the stakeholders or to only a small segment. 


Stakeholder Process Overall, I commend SPP for their leadership on many issues. In some cases a desire for consensus leads to adoption of overly complex solutions (e.g. attachment AI). Formula 
rate update process is also overly cumbersome and time consuming compared to processes in other RTOs. 


Stakeholder Process
One role of an RTO relative to TO's is transparency of processes and results. In this regard, SPP through its outreach efforts, Summmits, Working groups, Stakeholder meetings, 
informative web site, etc. is doing good work to increase transparency which is beneficial to all Stakeholders operating in the SPP footprint. I appreciate the opportunity to 
participate in this survey. 


Stakeholder Process The willingness of staff - from the top down - to engage stakeholders - to attempt to listen, to educate and to be educated - is impressive and sincere. This is unusual among 
organizations involving more than 150-175 individuals. 


Strategy
The receent Priority Projects process seems to have turned very political and disregards some stakeholder input (e.g. MOPC) and disregards the economics of the projects. The 
costs of moving to a Day 2 market are high and growing, while the estimated benefits are amazingly small relative to the total amount of power transactions that occur within the 
SPP footprint. 


Strategy The top leadership of the organization, including the Board, needs to focus on the RTO's core service functions and ensure that these are addressed in a satisfactory manner. 
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Training
I think it would be helpful to have training people visit the members. I think it would also be helpful if there was a basic, concise document detailing the EIS Market and showing 
how everything works. New employees have a learning curve and some sort of basic documentation would be very helpful. A document covering transmission basics, another 
covering tagging basics, etc. would be beneficial. 


Training All my dealings with SPP as far as training have been positive and helpful. 


Training The NERC training is good; the people are relatively easy to work with. 


Training I have learned and have been impressed with Website learning sessions that have been provided to our organziation. The face to face meetings to put a face with the voice and 
name have been very benifical and timely. 


Transmission Planning
The SPP Board put unrealistic deadlines on SPP Staff that required shortcuts to be made in the Priority Project Study process in my opinion. That resulted in a Priority Project 
Study that had significant errors in the modeling and data. We now have a lack of trust in SPP staff being able to do the studies accurately. I am now not confident that the 
Balanced Portfolio Study was done accurately which could results in millions of dollars of transfer payments that might not be right. 


Transmission Planning From talking with other people, I am given the impression that SPP pushes too hard to build transmission even when non-SPP members are the ones that will benefit. 


Transmission Planning Working group and stakeholder processes seem to be too politically influenced (e.g. priority projects). They should be looking at cost-benefit analysis and reaching factual 
conclusions - the ability of the Oklahoma contingent to cause last minute wholesale changes to the recommendations is very concerning. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


This report reflects the analysis Ariel Strategic was commissioned to conduct on the Regional Entity 


survey that Southwest Power Pool (SPP) fielded in September and October 2009.


It is important to note that findings should be interpreted carefully as a small number (33) of the original 


group participated in the survey. It has been analyzed “directionally,” meaning that actual numbers are 


shown rather than percentages to avoid communicating that opinions expressed by this group can be 


safely projected on the larger group. This does not mean, however, that the information or data is not 


worth considering, and Southwest Power Pool leadership will want to use this survey to understand the 


opinions of this group of respondents to identify strengths and weaknesses of the organization.


Overall, those participating in the survey rated SPP RE highly on all scales. The organization’s 


professionalism stands out as a clear strength from these indicators. Areas the organization may want to 


assess for possible change and improvement are the two related areas of communication and response 


time. These were items that emerged throughout the study as a concern of respondents. This doesn’t 


seem to be a serious issue – yet – but one thing such a survey of a limited number of people can do is 


alert an organization to a simmering issue. Respondents indicated they would like fewer e-mails, more 


consolidated information and more rapid response to individual issues.


Each item in the detailed findings should be reviewed by the organization’s leadership for information 


its members can view in context of Southwest Power Pool’s RE relationships.
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INTRODUCTION


Ariel Strategic Communications was commissioned by Southwest Power Pool (SPP) to analyze the results 


of its Regional Entity survey, which was designed and fielded by SPP itself. While specific survey 


objectives do not exist, the survey is conducted so that SPP can provide its Regional Entity stakeholders


with a formal avenue for feedback, and so that SPP can assess and respond to that feedback 


appropriately.


The survey was opened on September 28 and was originally scheduled to close on October 8; however, 


due to low response rates, SPP sent a reminder and left the survey open until October 13. Total number 


of respondents is 33.


While an SPP RE survey was done in 2008, the survey instrument differed. The organization also has 


made some changes in this area. Ariel Strategic recommends reserving year-over-year analysis until next 


year, when the survey instrument will be similar enough to yield clear results for comparison with 


2009’s findings.
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DETAILED FINDINGS


The following information provides the basis for this report’s executive summary.


Question 1: My organization is:


n=33


Most participants are either in investor-owned or municipal organizations, with cooperative, 
governmental and “other” being represented by smaller numbers of survey participants.
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Question 2: What is your role within the organization?


N=33


Operations and compliance roles were most represented, followed by policy/regulatory/legal. No 
technical/IT respondents participated. Other comprised the following, according to the survey 
responses:


• Multiple categories, including compliance
• Operations and Compliance
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Question 3: How often do you interact with the SPP RE?


N=33


Most respondents (16) reported that they interact with the SPP RE only a few times per year. In fact, 
more reported this rate of interaction than all other options combined. 
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Question 4: How important are the following SPP RE services to you?


n=33


When asked to rate the importance of SPP services, more respondents listed compliance monitoring and 
enforcement as “very important” than any other service. But all options given, which also included 
standards development and training, were listed as “very important” by more of the participants. 
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Question 5: How satisfied are you with the SPP RE’s provision of the following services:


n=33


On the scale of 1 to 5, in which 1 indicates “poor” performance and 5 indicates “excellent” performance, 
more participants rated SPP’s performance as a 4 for all three areas of standards development, 
compliance monitoring and enforcement. Compliance monitoring, which participants listed as important 
to them, received the most number of “4” ratings, indicating SPP is doing well at what its stakeholders 
need it to do for them most. While some poor ratings were given, the predominance of middle to 
excellent ratings indicates SPP’s performance in these areas, with these respondents isn’t troublesome.


Question 6 provided an opportunity for survey respondents to provide follow up comments, which are 
included unedited below:


• Standards development has been slow going. Some of the standard thresholds have been 
created without much data to support those thresholds. Training has been good, plenty of 
opportunities provided by Jim Gunnel and his staff. RE is trying but is behind in their own 
backlog of work, things process so slowly through the RE.


• All of us receive hoards of emails from multiple sources. It would be beneficial if SPP could work 
on making their communications more concise and to the point.


• We are disappointed that the SPP RE cancelled their fall compliance workshop.
• It is not clear to us that the SPP RE is involved with standards development. We thought this was


being done by the SPP RTO. Since the SPP RE is the regulatory authority it seems to us that they 
should not write the standards they enforce.
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• Since the standards development process is part of existing SPP RTO working groups, it is a little 
more challenging to follow the activities of the standards development. It is our preference to 
have the standards development process managed through a standalone process.
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Question 7: Do you interact with other Regional Entities?


Yes 17
No 16


n=33


The respondents are essentially evenly split between those who do and those who do not interact with 
other regional entities.
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Question 8: How does the SPP RE compare with the Regional Entities with which you interact most 
often?


n=19


While only 17 of the respondents said they interact with other regional entities, 19 answered this 
question. Most who responded did not rate SPP higher or lower than other regional entities, and all but 
one other person said they perform better (somewhat or much) than other regional entities.
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Question 9: Please rate the quality of SPP’s regional processes.


n=33


Most participants rated most functions as “4” on a scale of 1 to 5, in which 1 is “poor” and 5 indicates 
“excellent” performance. But overall, most participants rated SPP 3 or above, indicating adequate to 
excellent performance of regional processes listed.


Comments to follow up the ratings included the following (unedited).


• Once I had some practice time with the portal it became more efficient and less frustrating.
Calpine is in all 8 regions and 6 use the other style of portal so it there is an adjustment period.


• The results from Audits and Spot Checks need to be communicated back to the registered entity 
in a more timely manner.


• The CDMS system does not allow the designated rep to exclusively signoff on self-certification.
Anyone with the password can approve the documents.


• Again, the communication is subpar. I've had emails that are not answered in a timely fashion 
and calls that go to voicemail.


• The portal system used by the WECC, NPCC and TRE is much more user friendly.
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Question 11: Please rate the SPP RE staff’s customer service ability.


n=33


When rating customer service abilities, participants, again, clearly approve of SPP performance, 
particularly in the area of “professionalism.” “Responsive to my needs,” “Provide accurate information 
upon request” and “Overall service” received a high number of “4” ratings, as well. It may be worthwhile 
to look at the item “Solve problems in a timely manner,” as it received lower ratings than the other 
items tested in the survey.


Comments on the item ratings include the following:


• They do not always respond to calls, or emails in a timely fashion. At times, they gave not 
returned my calls, or requests, at all.


• Always very helpful and attentive.
• This depends on the staff member that we are corresponding with. Some are more responsive 


than others; however, the survey responses are based on averages.
• It took us several months and multiple emails and phone calls to the SPP to get our name 


changed on our NERC registration when our company was acquired. 
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For question 13, individual staff rating items were broken out into their own graphs so that they could 
be examined more closely by area.


Question 13: Please rate the SPP staff’s performance in the following areas.


n=32


Participants rated provision of compliance audits high, with a majority responding in the “top-two” 
boxes.
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Question 13 Continued


N=32


Performance regarding notice of spot checks was also rated highly, with no negative ratings.
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Question 13 Continued


n=32


Performance on timely feedback moved to lower areas on the scale, somewhat. The majority still chose 
“4,” which is a high-performance rating, but more people chose 2 or 1, than on previous items. Making 
this item one to watch or investigate more closely.
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Question 13 Continued


n=31


This item has very few participants, because most said that it did not apply to them. Of those who 
marked a rating, only one said “excellent,” and one said “poor,” and the rest were evenly spread over 
the middle of the graph. This item may warrant some assessment.
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Question 13 Continued


n=33


The electronic tools item gets ratings strongly in the middle-to-excellent arena and seems to be a 
strength among these participants.
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Question 13 Continued


N=32


This item, again, was rated middle to excellent by those who felt they could participate in the question. 
Most, however, reported that it did not apply to them.
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Question 13 Continued


n=32


As with most professionalism ratings, this one also garnered high marks, with no negative ratings. Again, 
however, many of those participating said this item did not apply to them.
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Question 13 Continued


n=32


Participants had more of a positive than a negative response to this, but there seems to be room for 
improvement as most rated the item a middle “3.”
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Question 13 Continued


n=33


This item saw responses clustered around the “4” rating, with more “excellent” ratings than on the poor 
side. 
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Question 13 Continued


n=31


This item was also rated positively by those who participated, with the majority of respondents giving 
this attribute a “4” on the scale.
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Question 13 Continued


n=30


This item got a very strong rating, with most respondents rating it “excellent” – or as high as they could. 
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Question 14: Comments on performance ratings


The following are the comments left by survey participants on the items rated in Question 13.


• SPP website could be easier to navigate. Might be easier to find compliance info if RE had its 
own website.


• a. Would like to see some improvements to the website - offering a bit more information on 
NERC standards that are being revised, reviewed, etc.
b. Recently, the RE sent out an email listing the NERC standards that are currently being 
reviewed. That was very helpful. Additionally, a newsletter regarding SPP and NERC standards, 
updates, etc would be beneficial. There is so much information being sent via email on a daily 
basis that a summary of active items via monthly or semi-monthly would be helpful.


• Relay misoperations reporting database needs work. For instance, it doesn't allow for inputting 
of generator voltages.


• While we have been using the CDMS system for a number of years, the other regions where we 
are registered have migrated to another portal system that is used by six of the eight NERC REs.
Obviously, there are positive and negative aspects of all system and we do not have any 
substantial concerns with the CDMS system that the SPP RE uses. However, it would help 
entities registered in other regions if a similar platform was utilized. Furthermore, the portal 
used by the other regions has more flexibility of allowing multiple users each having unique 
accounts and different roles.
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Question 15: Please rate the SPP RE’s service and support of compliance workshops


n=32


Compliance workshop ratings overall were very good, as well, with most respondents reporting “4” or 
“excellent” on the scale. The item with the poorest rating was “Schedules and logistics are 
communicated in a timely and clear manner.” 
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Question 16: Please rate the SPP RE’s service and support of training classes


n=32


Most respondents stated that this item was not applicable to them, but of those who did answer, this 
item, in all areas, received positive ratings.


Question 17 asked for comments on Question 16’s items and ratings.


• I am unable to comment since I have not (attended) a training class yet.
• Overall, we are satisfied with the SPP RE. The semi-annual compliance workshops are a plus, as 


are other workshops (e.g. CIP) that are offered periodically. Would like to see a monthly or semi-
monthly newsletter either from RE or RTO related to active projects, NERC updates, etc.
consolidating information.


• We are disappointed that the SPP RE cancelled their fall compliance workshop.
• Fall workshop cancelled.
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Question 18 asked respondents to list attributes of the SPP RE with which they are satisfied.


• Overall [an] ethical group of people


• Several of the staff members we are in contact with are very knowledgeable and helpful. The 
Compliance Workshops are definitely a benefit as are the RTO workshops that have started in 
the past year or so.


• We had our 6 year audit in 2009 and we thought the SPP RE performed their role quite well.
• We had a really good experience with the SPP during our compliance audit. Staff was


professional, competent, friendly and efficient. We truly felt that they did their job thoroughly 
but without making us feel like they were out to get us.


• Compliance workshop information is well presented and up to date.
• Every interaction with the SPP RE staff has demonstrated that the staff is very professional and 


courteous. It is always a pleasure to work with the RE staff members and the staff promptly 
address any questions.


Question 19 asked respondents to list any attributes of the SPP RE with which they are dissatisfied.


• Backlogs in the compliance system. Although NERC is responsible for some of this problem.
• The staff is too hard lined and there is no give. Communication and discussions are a one way 


street. It seems at times that our input and opinions are a waste of time.
• Would like to see a little more organization on written documentation sent to entities. i.e., 


newsletters summarizing ongoing projects, NERC updates, standard updated, etc. The quantity 
of emails and information is vast and received only individually is sometimes a bit disjointed.


• Communication needs to be more concise and to the point.
• None
• We do not like the portal system utilized by both the SPP and MRO. We operate in 6 NERC 


regions and the rest of the regions us another portal system that is much more [user] friendly 
and intuitive.


• Please see comments under item 14 regarding the CDMS compliance portal.


Question 20 gave respondents an opportunity to share any other thoughts or comments that they 
survey brought to mind for them.


• The SPP auditors are very professional and competent. The hired consultants are not at that 
same level of professionalism. During an audit, comments like "my preference" or "I would do it 
differently" should not be made by the audit team. Recommendations from the audit team are 
perfectly acceptable but personal preferences are not. These did not originate from SPP 
employees but from the outside consultants on the audit team.


• It would be helpful to prepare an annual compliance calendar for submittal of all self-
certifications or compliance reports.


• None
• Other than a significant delay in getting our name changed for our NERC registration, we have 


been very satisfied with the SPP and how they run their compliance program.
• Currently, Self-certifications for PRC-004 and PRC-016 are due by the middle of the month 


following each quarter. But, the submission of misoperations relating to the requirements for 
PCR-004 and PRC-016 are due by the end of the month following the quarter. It would make 
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more sense to have the self-certification due the same time or after the data is submitted for 
each quarter.





